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SECTION A.   PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 
A. 1.  Title of the project  
 
Title: Mivo Energie – Enabling LPG access for cooking in Togo 

Date: 17/01/2020 
Version no.:  1 

 
A. 2.  Project description and current status 
>> Provide brief technical description of the project with information on key dates like start of 
implementation or construction, date of commissioning etc. Also provide information on current status 
of the project. 
 
The Large-Scale Project Activity is called “Mivo Energie – Enabling LPG access for cooking in Togo” 
and is eligible under the Gold Standard methodology: Technologies And Practices to Displace 
Decentralized Thermal Energy Consumption Version 3.1.  
 
Through the supply of locally appropriate financial services, quality equipment, awareness-raising 
and the expansion of marketing channels, the project will enable access to LPG for urban or peri-
urban households of Togo. The project will target specifically fuel-poor households who mainly use 
charcoal as cooking fuel. Micro-entrepreneurs in the informal sector whose income-generating 
activity is closely linked to cooking and who are heavy consumers of biomass will also be a 
secondary target for this project. The financial services offered will enable them to invest in income-
generating activities, while increasing efficiency and profitability through the use of clean and 
economical cooking fuel.  
 

In Togo, vulnerable groups and street food vendors typically use wood and charcoal on inefficient 
three stone, clay and metal (the so-called “malgache”) stoves to cook their meals and to boil water 
for their drinking and washing needs. This process results in the release of greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions from the combustion of woodfuel.  
 
The use of charcoal and firewood for cooking presents several issues: 

 The supply has been declining in the country over the past years due to continuous 
deforestation and there are now regular shortages outside Lomé, particularly during the 
rainy season, when conversion of wood to charcoal is more difficult. 

 The cost of acquiring and transporting large quantities of wood fuel are high, in part due 
to the difficulty to acquire firewood and charcoal in urban and peri-urban areas and to 
transport it back home for consumption. 

 The generalised use of cheap, inefficient charcoal and wood cookstoves among these poor 
households and fuel users increases their vulnerability to price volatility, shortages and thus 
their precariousness. 

 For women and girls, who are generally in charge of cooking meals for the whole family, 
this vulnerability is accrued by the fact that they have to find alternative sources of food in 
times of fuel shortages, they are also tasked with ensuring that there is enough fuel to cook 
a minimum of 2 to 3 meals per day. If this is not the case, this can increase tensions among 
family members. 

 Cooking with charcoal and wood not only requires a considerable amount of time and 
commitment, which, if used elsewhere, can contribute to women’s economic emancipation 

 It exposes people in charge of cooking to harmful smokes. 
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Since they are the most exposed to harmful emissions, women will be the main beneficiaries of this 
project and will thus be involved in the implementation of the activities: they will be consulted during 
market studies and in the satisfaction survey, and will be favoured in the recruitment of Mivo Energie 
staff and in staff employed in the distribution network, which will aim at including 60% of women. 
 
Through this project, MIVO will contribute to subsidise access to around 60,000 LPG kits (comprising 
of a burner and one of four different types of pot-holder or a table top stove; and a a 12kg or 
6kg gas bottle) between 2020 and 2024 via a network of micro-franchised resellers located across 
the country. End beneficiaries will have access to a range of education services which will help them 
and their families make efficient use of the kits and learn to ownership of its economic and social 
benefits as alternatives to traditional charcoal and wood stoves. It is hoped that in doing so, the 
project will lead to the complete replacement of charcoal and wood by LPG.  
 

The project is expected to have the following benefits: 

 Reduce deforestation: by reducing the use of unsustainable biomass (around 1,000,000 
tonnes wood over a period of 5 years); 

 Improve health: by reducing exposure to carbon monoxide and fine particles by more than 
90% compared to a traditional fuel (in line with WHO recommendations to substantially 
reduce the risk of disease due to air pollution); 

 Save households money: gas cooking is more economical than charcoal over a long period. 

 Avoid GHG emissions: ex-ante estimation show that the projects may reduce between 
500,000 tCO2e et 650,000 tCO2e over 5 years; 

 Reduce risks: by help tackle bad practices and risks in the gas sector due to informal 
recharge and poor quality equipement, risks; 

 Boost the local LPG equipment distribution chains, thus promoting job creation and the 
strengthening of income-generating activities, particularly for women; and 

 Develop market segment: by expansding to 5 regions of the country, it will encourage the 
development of new players in this still emerging market in Togo. 

 
The project is funded by marketing the anticipated carbon credits from the GHG emission reductions 
to carbon offset off-takers, and only end-users agreeing to transfer their rights on emissions 
reductions over to MIVO Energie will be included in the project database.  
 

The start date of the project is 16th December 2019, the day the national local stakeholder 
consultation took place in Lomé. Given the national reach of the project and the fact that it seeks 
to be inclusive, another local stakeholders consultation was organized in Kara on 23/01/2020. 
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SECTION B.   DESIGN OF STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION PROCESS 

 
B. 1.  Design of physical meeting(s) 

 
i. Agenda 

 
 The Agenda of both consultations is presented in the table below 
 

 Programme de la Consultation 

Time Topics  
 

Plenary/
Focus 

groups 

Speakers 

1. Presentation of the workshop and opening session 

9H-
9H15 

o Presentation of the speakers and of the workshop 

o Questions and answers 

Plenary HCI 

2. Presentation of the project "Enabling LPG access for cooking in Togo" 

9H15-
9H45 

o Presentation of the project and objectives 

o Project benefits 

o Explanation of the certification and sale process for carbon credits 

o Safeguarding principles 

o Questions and answers 

Plenary HCI/ME 

9h45-
10h15 

Coffee break   

3. Presentation of the objectives of the Stakeholder Consultation  

10h15-
10h30 

o Determine the perceptions and opinions of those present 

o Suggestions and ideas 

o Questions and answers 

Plenary HCI 

4. Group work session, part 1  

10h30-
12h00 

o Group exercise (safeguarding principles and evaluation of benefits 

of the projects) 

Focus 
groups 

HCI/ME 

12h00-
13h00 

Lunch break    

13h00-
13h30 

Administrative break1   

5. Group work session, part 2 

13h30-
15h00 

o Exercises (blind SDGs exercise, barriers, project monitoring 

mechanism, including monitoring SDGs, continuous input/grievance 

mechanism) 

Focus 
groups 

HCI/ME 

15h00-
15h30 

Coffee break   

6. Review of the results of the exercises of the previous session 

15h30-
16h30 

o Summary of results and answers to questions 

o Exercise: evaluation of responses and questions for clarification 

about the project 

o Conclusion 

Plenary 
and 
Focus 
groups 

HCI/ME 

7. Closing of the meeting 

16h30-
17h30 

o Workshop evaluation forms to be completed 

o Stakeholder feedback round / Regional Consultation of Kara 

o Workshop minutes 

o Closure of the meeting 

Plenary HCI 

                                                        
1 For those concerned, refer to Logistics note  
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HCI: Hmerkop Climate Impact 
ME : Mivo Energie 

 
ii.Key project information 

 
The following project summary was shared with stakeholders invited to the meetings in Kara and Lomé: 
 
Through the supply of locally appropriate financial services, quality equipment, awareness-raising and the 
expansion of marketing channels, the project will enable access to LPG for urban or peri-urban households 
of Togo. The project will target specifically fuel-poor households living who mainly use charcoal as cooking 
fuel. Micro-entrepreneurs in the informal sector whose income-generating activity is closely linked to 
cooking and who are heavy consumers of biomass will be a secondary target for this project. The financial 
services offered will enable them to invest in income-generating activities, while increasing efficiency and 
profitability through the use of clean and economical cooking fuel.  
 
Technology  
LPG cooking equipment will be distributed. The two main type fo equipment will be: a burner with a pot-
holder and a 6kg gas cylinder; and a table-top cooker with 12kg gas cylinder. Bothkits will be for domestic 
users. These technology intend to displace the use of woody biomass and have an impact on the rate of 
deforestation that affects Togo. Gas cylinders are obtained from two suppliers: Sodigaz and Total.  
 
Project Target areas and duration  
The project's target areas will be urban and peri-urban areas across Togo where fuel-poor households 
live. Implementation of the project will begin at the end of 2019 and will last until the end of the crediting  
period(s) and possibly longer.  
 
Expected results and benefits of the project  
The use of gas will reduce wood and charcoal consumption and avoid GHG emissions. 
 
CO2, CH4 and N2O emissions avoided through the use of LPG will be monetise into carbon credits through 
the Gold Standard certification. These will then be sold on the carbon market to corporates willing to offset 
their emissions. The income from the sale of these credits will be used to finance the activities implemented 
by MIVO Energie as part of the project. Entrepreneurs du Monde (the NGO running the MIVO Enerie 
programme), in collaboration with Hamerkop Climate Impacts Ltd, intend to apply for carbon certification 
and the stakeholder consultation process is part of this.  
 
In addition, the distribution on the Togolese market of cooking equipment that meets international quality 
standards (in particular CE standards), combined with a campaign which aims to raise awareness on safety 
issues and to train end-users on good practices, will help improve the public image of LPG technologies in 
this country. This will also facilitate household adoption beyond the project. Furthermore, MIVO Energie will 
also support local knowledge and know-how in setting up a quality procedure to be followed for the 
manufacture of stove holders and other accessories. 
 
An LPG stove reduces exposure to carbon monoxide and fine particles by more than 90% compared to a 
traditional fuel, which is in line with WHO recommendations to substantially reduce the risk of disease due 
to air pollution. As they are the most exposed to harmful emissions, women will be the main beneficiaries 
of this project and will thus be involved in the implementation of the activities: they will be consulted during 
market studies and in the satisfaction survey, and will be favoured in the recruitment of Mivo Energie staff 
and in staff employed in the distribution network, which will include 60% women.  
The project will boost local LPG equipment distribution chains, thus promoting job creation and the 
strengthening of income-generating activities, particularly for women. The project will also contribute to the 
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expansion of the activity within 5 regions of the country, which will encourage the development of new 
players in this still emerging market in Togo.  
 
Aims of the Stakeholder Consultation  
As part of the project's registration with the Gold Standard, a stakeholder consultation is mandatory. This 
consultation aims to discuss and debate with the various project stakeholders, the potential environmental, 
social and economic impacts that the project may have.  

 

iii.Invitation tracking table 

 

Name Gender Category 

 

Title/Job Organisation 

type 

Organisation 

Name 

Contact 

Information 

How was the 

invitation sent 

Reminder 

sent on 

Response 

received? 

ABA 

BANANAME 

Medede 

F A Clients 

Manager 

Microfinance MECI 90705799/99

789199 

Invitation by 

letter 

LOME YES 

ABOTCHI Jean-

Claude 

M Other Responsible 

for LPG 

equipment 

LPG provider Total jean-

claude.abotchi

@totaltogo.co

m 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

ADJIMADO  

Dédé 

F A End user End user  96 72 05 91 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A  

ADJONOU  

Kasségné 

M C President of 

the Special 

Delegation 

of 

Atakpamé 

 Atakpamé Town 

Hall 

kadjonou@yah

oo.fr 

T: 90054080 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

ADOLEHOUME  

Barbara 

F Other Project 

Manager 

Organising 

the 

Consultation 

MIVO Energie barbara.adole

houme@entrep

reneursdumond

e.org 

N/A N/A YES 

AFELU 

Dominique 

M Other UGP-PALCC 

Coordinator 

Institutional EU-UGP domi2nic@gm

ail.com 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

AGBEKA   Aku 

Afefa 

F E Project 

Manager 

Women’s 

Association 

RADI 90325882 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

YES 

AGNAN  

Gustave 

M E  Youth 

association 

Action jeunes 

Togo (Youth 

Action Togo) 

90234554 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

AHADJI  Afi F A Microfranchi

sed kits 

reseller 

Partner MIVO Energie 97412970 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A  

AKAGLA  Esther F A End user End user  90730423 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

AKAKPO  

Brigitte 

F E WEP TOGO 

Coordinator 

Women 

Environment 

Programme 

TOGO 

WEP TOGO 99311044/ 

weptogo@gm

ail.com 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

Akofa F E MIVO 

Energie 

selling 

network 

coordinator 

 MIVO Energie  Invitation by 

letter 

N/A  

AKOTIA   Grace F A Microfranchi

sed kits 

reseller 

Partner MIVO Energie 90852630 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

AKPO   Komlan M A Employee Cookers 

holding 

equipment 

provider 

 90962538 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

ALASSANI M C Employee  Sokodé Town 

Hall 

alassanimairie

40@gmail.com

; 

Invitation by 

letter 

SOKODE  

mailto:jean-claude.abotchi@totaltogo.com
mailto:jean-claude.abotchi@totaltogo.com
mailto:jean-claude.abotchi@totaltogo.com
mailto:jean-claude.abotchi@totaltogo.com
mailto:barbara.adolehoume@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:barbara.adolehoume@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:barbara.adolehoume@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:barbara.adolehoume@entrepreneursdumonde.org
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mairie_sokode

@yahoo.fr 

ALOU Dandaka 

Batoma 

M E LPG 

Distributor 

LPG 

Distribution 

AED 91113658 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

ALOUKA  Sena M E Director Youth 

Association 

Youth for the 

Environment 

(Jeunes 

Volontaires pour 

l’Environnement) 

yvetogo@gma

il.com 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

AMEVO  Irene F A End user End user  70115181 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

AMOUZOU 

Djemila 

F A End user End user Shopkeeper 96748403 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

APEDJAGBO 

Koffi 

M Other Technical 

assistant, 

ProEnergie 

 GIZ koffi.apedjagb

o@giz.de 

Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

ARIFATOU  

Fataou 

F A Microfranchi

sed kits 

reseller 

Partner  90995498 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

ASSIH  

Hodabalo 

M D In charge of 

energy 

studies 

 Energy 

Department, 

Ministry of 

Environment 

naxy90@yaho

o.fr 

90181398 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

ASSIH  Esso 

Nana 

M E National 

Coordinator 

AVSF 

(interim) 

 AVSF 

(Agronomes et 

Vétérinaires 

Sans Frontières) 

e.assih@avsf.o

rg / 

90022840 

Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

AWOUSSI  

Boyindjo 

F E Director  Human 

Dimensions - 

Sokodé 

90136572 Invitation by 

letter 

SOKODE  

AYI  Kokoé 

Aude Delphine 

F A End user End user  92353082 Invitation by 

letter 

ATAKPAME  

AZIAVE Dovenan F A End user End user  96 72 50 46 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

BABALA  

Bénédicte 

F A End user End user Kit reseller 91279498 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

BANDJE  Kokou M A Director Produces 

improved 

cookers 

ACM 90066626 ELB 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

BENAFAI Winy M D Auditor/Coo

rdinator 

Auditor/Coor

dinator 

PALCC 

(Support 

Programme to 

fight against 

Climate 

Change), 

Ministry of 

Environment 

of Togo 

Dapaong 

PALCC/Ministry 

of Environment 

90179180 Invitation by 

letter 

DAPAONG  

BIKPEDI  

Emmanuel 

M D Auditor/Coo

rdinator 

Auditor 

PALCC - 

Dapaong 

PALCC/Ministry 

of Environment 

90565080 Invitation by 

letter 

DAPAONG  

BITIBAYA  Koffi M D Auditor/Coo

rdinator 

Auditor 

PALCC - 

Maritime 

PALCC/ Ministry 

of Environment 

90289555/99

594466 

Invitation by 

letter 

15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

BONSU Kafoui 

Yawa 

F A Microfranchi

sed reseller 

Partner  90083766 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

CAPONE  

Antonio 

M Other Chief 

Infrastructur

e and 

Environment 

Department 

(EU Togo) 

 EU antonio.capone

@eeas.europa.

eu 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

mailto:yvetogo@gmail.com
mailto:yvetogo@gmail.com
mailto:koffi.apedjagbo@giz.de
mailto:koffi.apedjagbo@giz.de
mailto:naxy90@yahoo.fr90181398
mailto:naxy90@yahoo.fr90181398
mailto:naxy90@yahoo.fr90181398
mailto:e.assih@avsf.org%20/%2090022840
mailto:e.assih@avsf.org%20/%2090022840
mailto:e.assih@avsf.org%20/%2090022840
mailto:fsftogo@yahoo.fr90106006
mailto:antonio.capone@eeas.europa.eu
mailto:antonio.capone@eeas.europa.eu
mailto:antonio.capone@eeas.europa.eu
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DEDJILA  

Faouzia 

F E Director  ADCF 

(Association for 

the Defence and 

advice of 

Women) - 

Sokodé 

90744239 Invitation by 

letter 

SOKODE  

DJEWA Gentille F E Bureau 

Chief 

MIVO Partner ASSILASSIME gentille.djewa

@entrepreneur

sdumonde.org 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

DJIDJIGNON  

Salomon 

F A  Women’s 

Group for 

Money Saving 

and 

Microcredit 

GVEC 

DEKAWOWO 

93766018 Invitation by 

letter 

ATAKPAME  

DONNARIEIX 

Marielle 

F E Responsible 

for 

Developmen

t and 

Partnerships 

MIVO Partner MIAWODO marielle.donna

rieix@entrepre

neursdumonde.

org 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

EGBENOU 

Georges 

M E Director Development 

and 

Community 

ODIAE 

(Organisation 

pour le 

Développement 

et l'Incitation à 

l'Auto Emploi – 

Organisation for 

the Development 

and Incentive for 

Self-

Employment) 

georges.egben

ou@gmail.com 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

ENOUMODJI  

Kodjo 

M C Cleanliness 

Division 

Chef 

Local 

administration 

Lomé Town Hall enounabo777

@yahoo.fr/90

876217 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

FINSTERWALD 

Thomas 

M G   Myclimate thomas.finsterw

ald@myclimat

e.org 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

Gadze  Kossivi 

Ehonam 

M A Employee  Cookers holding 

equipment 

provider 

90319134 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

GBADOUE 

Adakou 

F A End user End user street food 

vendors 

98 33 38 37 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

GOZO Komlan 

C. 

M A Director End user 

Group 

INADES 

Formation 

91442994/eli

namgozo@gm

ail.com 

EMAIL N/A 

 

 

GUNN TECKO 

AKPENE AIMEE 

F C  Local 

administration 

Dapaong Town 

Hall 

90481873/90

098663 

Invitation by 

letter 

DAPAONG  

KAMANG  

Piabalo 

M E Regional 

Coordinator 

 AGAIB Centrale 

(Distribution of 

improved 

cookers - PALCC) 

piabalo@yaho

o.fr 

Invitation by 

letter 

SOKODE  

KAWANA  

Abide 

F A Microfranchi

sed reseller 

Partner  90939728 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

Kkouvi Gbétey 

AKPAMOU 

M D Director of 

studies and 

planification 

 Ministry of the 

Environment 

kakpamou@ya

hoo.fr/ 

90931762 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

KPETO Simplice M Other Commercial 

Director 

LPG provider Sodigaz simplice@sodi

gaztogo.com 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

LAMBONI  

Yendar 

M E Representati

ve of AJA 

 AJA (association 

justice accessible) 

91296657/ 

ajatg@yahoo.f

r 

Invitation by 

letter 

SOKODE  

mailto:gentille.djewa@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:gentille.djewa@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:gentille.djewa@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:marielle.donnarieix@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:marielle.donnarieix@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:marielle.donnarieix@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:marielle.donnarieix@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:georges.egbenou@gmail.com
mailto:georges.egbenou@gmail.com
mailto:enounabo777@yahoo.fr/90876217
mailto:enounabo777@yahoo.fr/90876217
mailto:enounabo777@yahoo.fr/90876217
mailto:thomas.finsterwald@myclimate.org
mailto:thomas.finsterwald@myclimate.org
mailto:thomas.finsterwald@myclimate.org
mailto:91442994/elinamgozo@gmail.com
mailto:91442994/elinamgozo@gmail.com
mailto:91442994/elinamgozo@gmail.com
mailto:piabalo@yahoo.fr
mailto:piabalo@yahoo.fr
mailto:kakpamou@yahoo.fr/%2090931762
mailto:kakpamou@yahoo.fr/%2090931762
mailto:kakpamou@yahoo.fr/%2090931762
mailto:simplice@sodigaztogo.com
mailto:simplice@sodigaztogo.com
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LAYIOWOLA F A End user End user  90725645 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

LEBACHELIER  

Elodie 

F Organisati

on of 

consultation 

Responsible 

for the 

Energy  

Programme 

Organisation MIVO Energie elodie.lebachel

ier@entrepren

eursdumonde.o

rg 

N/A N/A 

 

YES 

LEGBASSITO 

NOUTONKOU 

F A Microfranchi

sed reseller 

Partner  90613175 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

LEMOU  

Hodalou 

F A Microfranchi

sed reseller 

Partner  91996772 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

Lieutenant 

ATTIGAN 

M D Auditor 

PALCC 

Auditor 

PALCC -

Atakpamé 

PALCC/ Ministry 

of Environment 

92415220 Invitation by 

letter 

ATAKPAME  

Lieutenant 

TONOU 

M D Auditor 

PALCC 

Auditor 

PALCC - 

Sokodé 

PALCC/ Ministry 

of Environment 

90148171 Invitation by 

letter 

SOKODE  

Marie F E MIVO 

Selling 

network 

Coordinator 

 MIVO Energie  Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

MATAR  Mareva F Other Managing 

Director 

Togo Bureau 

 AFD – French 

Agency for 

Development 

matarm@afd.f

r 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

MENSAH  

Angélique 

F E Coordinator  Struggling 

Women Mont 

Kloto 

90127471 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

MONTCHO  

Tchotcho 

F A Director Hair Dresser 

Association 

SYNACOIFTO 4 90081087 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

Mourtala  

Aboubakar 

M D Auditor 

PALCC 

Auditor 

PALCC- KARA 

PALCC/ Ministry 

of Environment 

90494666 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

Noviti F E MIVO 

reselling 

network 

coordinator 

 MIVO Energie  Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

OURA-BAGANA  

Ziyara 

F A End user End user  91786078 Invitation by 

letter 

ATAKPAME  

PELOSI Antonio M Other Technical 

assistant 

PALCC 

PALCC EU apelosi@libero

.it 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

POISSON Lisa F Other Junior 

Technical 

Advisor - 

ProEnergie 

ProEnergie GIZ lisa.poisson-

quinton@giz.d

e 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

PORRET  

Ludivine 

F E Communicati

ons and 

Partnership 

Manager 

 France 

Volontaires 

ludivine.porret

@france-

volontaires.org 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

Pr. NAPO 

Kossi 

M E Professor, 

University of 

Lome 

 Solar Energy 

Research 

Laboratory 

silnapo@yaho

o.fr 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

RAAVE  Jain F G   Lean 

Management 

Systems 

Promotion 

Society 

impsindore@g

mail.com 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

SCHLEENBAECK

ER  Andreas 

M Other Project 

Manager 

ProEnergie 

 GIZ andreas.schlee

nbaecker@giz.

de 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

mailto:elodie.lebachelier@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:elodie.lebachelier@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:elodie.lebachelier@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:elodie.lebachelier@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:matarm@afd.fr
mailto:matarm@afd.fr
mailto:apelosi@libero.it
mailto:apelosi@libero.it
mailto:lisa.poisson-quinton@giz.de
mailto:lisa.poisson-quinton@giz.de
mailto:lisa.poisson-quinton@giz.de
mailto:ludivine.porret@france-volontaires.org
mailto:ludivine.porret@france-volontaires.org
mailto:ludivine.porret@france-volontaires.org
mailto:silnapo@yahoo.fr
mailto:silnapo@yahoo.fr
mailto:impsindore@gmail.com
mailto:impsindore@gmail.com
mailto:andreas.schleenbaecker@giz.de
mailto:andreas.schleenbaecker@giz.de
mailto:andreas.schleenbaecker@giz.de
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SOGADJI  

Emmanuel 

M A Representati

ve of 

LCT/Present 

of GREAT 

 Ligue des 

consommateurs 

(LCT, Consumers 

League) 

sogadjie@gma

il.com / 

90943043 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

SOGAN  Fleur 

Kodjovi 

F A Project 

Manager 

Microfinance FUCEC louisviane@ya

hoo.fr 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

SOGOYOU  

Aninam Bekeyi 

F E Programme 

Coordinator 

for « Famille 

d’origine » 

 SOS Village 

d'Enfants 

9031696/anin

am.sogoyou@s

os-togo.org 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

SOULEMANA  

Alassani 

M C General 

Secretary 

 Kara Town Hall 90953344/98

212626 

Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

TCHAFARAM  

Djoumai 

F A End user End user  91 79 23 48 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

TCHAMDJA  

Essoyomewe 

F A End user End user  90026430 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

TCHAMDJA  

Amida 

F A Director of  

Promofinanc

e 

 Promofinance 90461543 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

TCHAPO  

Emmanuel 

M Organisati

on 

MIVO 

Coordinator 

 MIVO Energie  Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

YES 

Tchedre M D Auditor 

PALCC 

Auditor 

PALCC  - 

Sokodé 

PALCC/Ministry 

of Environment 

90158626 Invitation by 

letter 

SOKODE  

TCHETCHE  

Aweta 

F A End user End user Bread maker 91613545 Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

TENGOU  

Justine 

F E Bureau chief  ASSILASSIME justine.tengou

@entrepreneur

sdumonde.org 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

TIEM  François 

Bolidja 

M D Director 

AT2ER 

 AT2ER – Ministry 

of Environment 

Renewable 

Energy 

Infrastructure 

development in 

Togo 

tiem_bolidja@

yahoo.fr 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

Viviane F E MIVO 

resellers 

Network 

Coordinator 

 MIVO Energie  Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

WANKOYE  

Haoua 

F Other Project 

Manager 

 AFD – French 

Agency for 

Development 

wankoyeh@af

d.fr 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

YES 

YADAV  

Siddharth 

 G   Global Offset 

Research 

syadav@glob

aloffsetresearc

h.com 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

YAOU  Mery F D Director of 

Environment, 

Ministry of 

Environment 

 Director of 

Environment, 

Ministry of 

Environment 

ymery69@yah

oo.fr 

denv_togo@y

ahoo.fr 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

YAWO  Abla F A End user End user  70111257 Invitation by 

letter 

ATAKPAME  

Brice 

Perombelon 

M Organisati

on of 

consultation 

 Organisation Hamerkop 

Climate Impacts 

b.perombelon

@hamerkop.co 

N/A N/A 

 

YES 

Rémi M other  MIVO 

accountant 

MIVO Energie  N/A N/A 

 

YES 

Jacques M other  MIVO 

accountant 

MIVO Energie  N/A N/A 

 

YES 

mailto:sogadjie@gmail.com%20/%2090943043
mailto:sogadjie@gmail.com%20/%2090943043
mailto:sogadjie@gmail.com%20/%2090943043
mailto:louisviane@yahoo.fr
mailto:louisviane@yahoo.fr
mailto:9031696/aninam.sogoyou@sos-togo.org
mailto:9031696/aninam.sogoyou@sos-togo.org
mailto:9031696/aninam.sogoyou@sos-togo.org
mailto:justine.tengou@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:justine.tengou@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:justine.tengou@entrepreneursdumonde.org
mailto:tiem_bolidja@yahoo.fr
mailto:tiem_bolidja@yahoo.fr
mailto:wankoyeh@afd.fr
mailto:wankoyeh@afd.fr
mailto:syadav@globaloffsetresearch.com
mailto:syadav@globaloffsetresearch.com
mailto:syadav@globaloffsetresearch.com
mailto:ymery69@yahoo.fr
mailto:ymery69@yahoo.fr
mailto:ymery69@yahoo.fr
mailto:ymery69@yahoo.fr
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Marie  A Hair 

dressing 

and sewing 

association 

 COMECOL  Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

  A   GVEC Kara  Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

  E  Groupe 

d'épargne et 

crédit 

(partenaire) 

GEC HEZOUWE  Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

  E   PADES  Invitation by 

letter 

KARA  

Michel M C   Mairie de 

Kpalimé 

98 39 69 72 Invitation by 

letter 

N/A 

 

 

Gaétan M E Directeur Développeme

nt 

communautair

e 

RAFIA - 

Dapaong 

gaetanbd22@

gmail.com 

90 32 99 83 

Invitation by 

letter 

DAPAONG  

  G   Developmental 

Association for 

Renewable 

Energies 

yahaya@gmx.

de 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

  F   GOLD 

STANDARD 

help@goldstan

dard.org 

EMAIL 15/11/201

9 (Reminder 

sent on 

11/12/201

9 in French) 

 

 
Discuss how your invitation methods seek to include a broad range of stakeholders (e.g. gender, age, 
ethnicity). 

 
The invitation methods sought to reach a broad range of stakeholders by using a range of different 
methods. International stakeholders were targeted via email written in both English and French. Local 
organisations (local administrations, NGOs and microfinance organisations) were sent emails, and received 
phone calls. Local individual stakeholders, especially women (who represent beneficiary populations) were 
given oral invitations and were contacted via partner networks and organisations (LPG equipment 
distribution networks, individuals and organisations with whom the PD has already worked). Individual 
stakeholders were consulted by word of mouth to ensure that they understood the significance of the event 
and need for wide representation. As such, to ensure that the meeting was conducted in a gender 
sensitive way, approximately 48 % of the invitees to both consultations were female. A total of 120 
individuals were invited to the two consultations. 
 
In order to ensure the involvement of a broad range of stakeholders. The PD invited stakeholders from 
areas located near or outside the capital city, Lomé (Atakpamé and Kpalimé). These stakeholders would 
not necessarily have been reached by written invitations. MIVO Energie has also organized a regional 
stakeholder consultation event aimed at stakeholders living in northern cities (Kara, Sokodé, Dapaong). 
Finally, to ensure that women were present during the consultation, several representatives of womens’ 
groups were invited. 
 

iv. Text of individual invitations 

 

The below text was sent in English or in French as appropriate. The English version is provided here. 
 

Invitation to the Stakeholder Consultation -MIVO Energie/Entrepreneurs du Monde 

Dear Sir, Madam,  
 

mailto:gaetanbd22@gmail.com90%2032%2099%2083
mailto:gaetanbd22@gmail.com90%2032%2099%2083
mailto:gaetanbd22@gmail.com90%2032%2099%2083
mailto:yahaya@gmx.de
mailto:yahaya@gmx.de
mailto:help@goldstandard.org
mailto:help@goldstandard.org
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Entrepreneurs du Monde and its partner MIVO Energie invite you to its stakeholder consultation organised 
as part of the registration process of the project "MIVO Energie - Favouring access to LPG for cooking in 
Togo" with the Gold Standard Foundation. This registration process will allow the greenhouse gas emissions 
reductions generated by the project to be valued through the allocation of carbon credits on the voluntary 
market. The income from the sale of these carbon credits will be used to finance the activities implemented 
by Mivo in Togo as part of this project 
 
The consultation workshop will take place at Hotel SANCTA MARIA, in Lomé, on 16 December from 9am. 
The workshop will last one day and will end at 5:30 pm.2  
 
The following topics will be discussed: 

 Presentation of Mivo and EdM and the objectives sought through the project 

 Overview of project activities 

 Presentation of the climate contributions made by the project in Togo (Sustainable development 
goals) 

 Explanation of the certification and sale process for carbon credits 

 Presentation and evaluation of the safeguarding principles  

 Objectives of the stakeholder consultation  

 Identification of barriers to project deployment 

 Evaluation of impacts and benefits 

 Monitoring mechanism 

 Identification of gender-related barriers related to the project 

 Grievance Mechanism 

 The stakeholder feedback round 

 Follow-up action plan  

 Accessing the workshop minutes 

 Feedback forms  
 You will find attached to this email the following documents concerning this workshop and the project itself: 
1.            A letter of invitation,  
2.            A non-technical summary of the project, and  
3.            A logistics note (travel expenses, per diem, etc.) detailing information on how to access and 
participate in the workshop 
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email as soon as possible and confirm your participation by email 
before December 13, 12:00 at the latest3. 
 
While waiting for your answer, do not hesitate to contact me for any additional requests, 
Sincerely, 
 
With kind regards, 
 

v. Text of public invitations 

 

                                                        
2 In Kara, the following sentence was put instead of this one: “The consultation workshop will take place at the Palais des Congrès, in Kara, on 23 
January from 9am. The workshop will last one day and will end at 5:30 pm.“ 
3 For the consultation of Kara, invitations were sent on 20/12/2019. The following sentence was put here: “Please acknowledge receipt of this 
email as soon as possible and confirm your participation by email before January 20, 12:00 at the latest.” 
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Relevant contacts were asked to make the same information available to their networks, and MIVO team 
members passed on this information in their respective communities to ensure that local groups had been 

notified of the event. 

 

B. 2. Description of other consultation methods used 
>> If individuals and/ or entities (e.g. NGOs) are unable to attend the physical meeting, please 
discuss other methods that were used to solicit their feedback/ comments (e.g. questionnaires, phone 

calls, interviews). 

Following each LSC, non-participating stakeholders were sent a reminder by email that they could provide 
their written feedback by email and also that they would be informed about the stakeholder feedback 

round during which they will be able to also provide their written feedback (see appendice 4). 
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SECTION C.   CONSULTATION PROCESS 

 

C. 1.  Participants’ in physical meeting(s) 

 

i. List of participants 
Original participants’ list attached as appendix 1. 

A total of 89 participants took part in both consultations. 57.3 % were female (51) and 42.7% (38), 
were male. There were 39 participants from Category A, 3 from Category C, 10 from Category D, and 
24 from Category E. 

 

(a) Local stakeholders consultation, Lome 
Date and time: 16/12/2019 
Location: Hotel Sancta Maria, Lome, Togo 
Participants list: 

 
In total 43 people attended, of which 32 were female and 9 were male. There were 21 participants from 
Category A, 2 from Category C, 2 from Category D, and 9 from Category E. The original participants list 
is included in Appendix 1. 

 
Category code Organisation and role (if 

relevant) 
Name of invitee Sex Contact details 

(in Togo) 

A End user-Kpalime AMEVO Irène F 70115181 

A End user -Kpalime NAYO Adjo F 91958988 

E SOS Village d’Enfants – 
Teacher  

DJIRAM Adidja F 92425354 

A End user - Atakpame Ouro Bangana Ziyara F 91786078 

Organising 
entity 

MIVO Energie – Project 
manager energy 

ADOLEHOUME Barbara- 
Chargée 

F 99993211 / 
barbara.adolehoume@entrepreneu

rsdumonde.org 

Organising 
entity 

MIVO Energie – Country 
manager  

LE BACHELIER Elodie F 90687991 / 
elodie.lebachelier@entrepreneursd

umonde.org 

A End user - teacher AKOTIAAM Grâce F 90852630 

A End user - Taylor YOYO-SOSSOU 
Ahomefa 

F 90194262 

A End user – Lome YAWO Abla F 70111257 

A End user - Lome AZIAVE Abola 
Yendagore 

F 96725046 

E MIAWODO – Project 
manager 

DONNARIEIX Marielle F 99992548 / 
marielle.donnarieix@entrepreneurs

dumonde.org 

E France Volontaire – Project 
Manager 

PORRET Ludivine F 93621547 / 
ludivine.porret@france-

volontaires.org 

A LPG Kits Reseller ADIMADO Dede F 91310372 

A MECI-MIVO project 
Manager at MECI 

ABA Rosine F 90705799 

A MECI – project Manager KPOGO Akouvi F 93536755 

A MECI - Cashier SEGNEGNON Vici F 93397470 

D Director of Environment 
Bureau, Ministry of 
Environment, Togo 

MERY Yaou F 90148744 / ymery69@yahoo.fr 

E RADI – HR manager AGBEKA Aku F 90325882 

A End user - Lome TCHAFARAM Djoumai F 91792348 
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E Director, Association of 
Struggling Women 
(Femmes Battantes) 

MESSAN F 90727472 

A End user AHADJI Afi F 90916320 

E Director WEP Togo AGBEOUANOU Dima F 90120717 / weptogo@gmail.com 

A End user – Hair dresser in 
Lome 

AYI F 92353082 

A End user – Hair dresser in 
Lome 

AKPOTSUI Anita F 98070712 

E Assilassime – LPG kits 
resellers manager 

TENGOU Justine F 96801540 

Press 
Organisation 

Togo Presse - Journalist PANASSA Clémentine F 90365673 

A LPG Kits Reseller Lome LAYIWOLA  F 90725645 

Other AFD (French Agency for 
Development) – Project 

Manager 

WANKOYE Haoua F 93709265/ wankoyeh@afd.fr 

D Atakpamé PALCC (Togo 
Support Programme for the 

Fight against Climate 
Change), Ministry of 
Environment of Togo 

BOUAME Kossivi M 90146803 

A Representative FUCEC 
(Microfinance 

Organisation) Togo 

AGBE YAWO  M 90158618 

E Associate Professor - 
University of Lomé 

Solar Energy 

LARE Yendoubé M 90227989 

A ACM (Produces cookers) BANDJE Kokou M 90066626 

Other GIZ –ProEnergie 
Programme Manager 

SCHLEENBAECKER 
Andreas 

M 93498767 / 
andreas.schleenbaeker@giz.de 

Other EU In-country 
Representative 

CAPONE Antonio M 93947723 / 
antonio.capone@eeas.europa.eu 

Other TOTAL – Manager LPG   ABOTCHI Jean-Claude M 90046951 
jean-claude.abotchi@totaltogo.com 

A End user AZIAVE Abra F 96725046 

Other GIZ – Assistant Manager, 
ProEnergie Programme 

LAGASSOU Kokou M 70259593 / 
kaku.lagassom@giz.de 

C Kpalimé Local 
Administration – Director, 

Technical Services 

ALOWONOU Koffi Ahlin M 90829565 

A End user Lome- hair dresser 
at Synacoifto 4  

MONTCHO Tchocho F 90081087 

C Local Administration 
Atakpamé – Project 

coordinator 

KOUMAYE Kondo M 91323255 

E ASSILASSIME – LPG kits 
resellers team manager 

TENGOU Justine F 96801540 / 
justine.tengou@entrepreneursdumo

nde.org 

Organising 
Entity 

Hamerkop Climate Impacts 
– Climate Finance 

Consultant 

PEROMBELON Brice M b.perombelon@hamerkop.co 

 

 
 
 
 
(b) Local stakeholders consultation, Kara 
Date and time: 23/01/2020 
Location: Palais des Congrès, in Kara 
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Participants list: 
 

In total 46 people attended, of which 19 were female and 26 were male. There were 18 participants 
from Category A, 1 from Category C, 8 from Category D, and 15 from Category E. The original 
participants list is included in Annex 1. 
 

Category code Organisation and role (if 
relevant) 

Name of invitee Sex Contact details 
(in Togo) 

A End user LARE Solimobe F 90164671 

A End user GOUMPOUGUINI 
Tontoundja  

F 91600572 

A End user LENE Yendounban F 97238803 

A End user  TIALE Kantotibe  F 92426391 

Organising 
entity 

MIVO Energie – Project 
manager energy 

ADOLEHOUME Barbara F 99993211 / 
barbara.adolehoume@entrepreneu

rsdumonde.org 

Organising 
entity 

MIVO Energie – Country 
manager  

LEBACHELIER Elodie F 90687991 / 
elodie.lebachelier@entrepreneursd

umonde.org 

A GVEC PADABEMA Abizou  M 91966832 

A End user  BABALE Bende  F 91279498 

C Townhall YAMBAME Damitote  M 91915130 

E Director NGO AOCF DEDJILA Faouza F 90744239 

A Pot-holder provider AKPO Kondau Egram  M 90962538 

Other SODIGAZ AZIAGBA Fulbert  M 98032929 

D DREDDPN-C TONOU Mazabalo M 90148171 

E RESODERC KPOGO Abra Abiba  F 90028594 

A Pot-Holder provider GADZE Kossivi Ehonan  M 91319134 

A LCT BODE Tchaou M 90291329 

D DREDDPN-K MOURTALA Aboubakar  M 90494666 

E AGAIB-C TCHATAGBA Moussa M 90723633 

E RAFIA BIEGNIEBE L Djoilah 
Djoumai 

M 90329983 

E Human Dimension, Social 
Aid Worker 

TANGBANDJA Noufo F 93279326 

E URBIS Togo  OURONILE Adam 
Daouda  

M 90248083 

A URBIS Togo KISSAO Ghafi  F 93681834 

A URBIS Togo OURO-AKPA Aliyatou F 93681834 

A URBIS Togo BATAMA Kpema Yedidah F 92808944 

A Resoka Kara SAMIE Essohanam  M 90015068 

A  Bar advice BONSU Kafui  F 90083766 

D Focal Point Kara PALCC YATA Aladja  M 92862093 

D Assistant Focal Point  TCHEDRE Tchasnou  M 90158626 

E UMECTO KONDO Kokou M 91478130 

D Assistant Focal Point  BIKPEDI Mehzime Eyo M 90565080 

D Focal Point – PALCC - 
Sokode 

LE KPOGNON Ayaovi 
Agbenowoko 

M 90126221 

E NGO CDD Dapaong KANFITINE Paul M 90010680 

A ASBOYLMD TCHETCHE Aweta F 91613545 

E Director COOPEC KARA 
(FUCEC Togo) 

DAKOU Kodzo M 90065481 

E Director NGO AJJ   AGNAN Soutou M 90932138 

E APHAK Coordinator LIMAZIE Matamassono M 90873308 

Other GIZ – ProEnergie APEDJAGBO Koffi M 93498773 

E Director NGO DH  BOYINDJO Awoussi F 90136572 

A Educator children – SOS 
Village Enfants  

TCHAMDJA Essoyomewe  F 90026430 

E NGO / PADES BATCHALE B Dieudonne M 92805746 

A Promofinance KEZIE Essoue M 91385367 
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E MIVO Energie HOUNKPATI Akofa  F 96801871 

E MIVO Energie ALOGNON Deodivi F 99663679 

A End user AMOUZOU Dzamila F 92389496 

D NGO JVE NAFFA Fizeba M 92326929 

D AED Kara ALOU D Batoma M 91613658 

 

ii. Evaluation forms 

 Original evaluation forms attached as appendix 2. 

(a) LSC in Lome: 

Name LAYI Wola 

What is your impression of the meeting? It’s good. I really appreciated it. 

What do you like about the project? I really appreciate the fact that you are helping 

us to use LPG. 

What do you not like about the project? What I don’t appreciate is that not everyone will 

have the ability to pay. I would like you to 

distribute the LPG kits everywhere you can so 

you can help us. 

Signature 

 

 

Name AKPOTSUI  

What is your impression of the meeting? It was a very good workshop 

What do you like about the project? I really appreciate the fact that you are 

encouraging everyone to use LPG  

What do you not like about the project? I don’t appreciate the fact that there isn’t enough 

to allow everyone to access LPG at a 

reasonable price. It would be good if you could 

enable LPG to be accessible at a reasonable 

price. 

Signature 

 

 

Name BOUAME Kossivi  

What is your impression of the meeting? The workshop went well: good welcoming 

session, organisation and clarity of topics. Also 

information was shared clearly. 
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What do you like about the project? The availability of LPG kits and several actors 

involved  

What do you not like about the project? Not enough information displayed in the 

presentation documents. There could also be 

difficulties in distribution. Suggest you resume 

local consultations and that you communicate 

better on the essentials. Also create some 

brochures to explain hoe to use the LPG Kits. 

Signature 

 

 

Name CAPONE Antonio  

What is your impression of the meeting? The discussions were very interesting and I 

appreciated the interest shown by the 

participants. 

What do you like about the project? The possibilities offered by carbon finance are 

very interesting and I was favourably impressed 

by the first estimates, which have yet to be 

confirmed. 

This project could become an example to be 

followed by other similar interventions. 

What do you not like about the project? For now, nothing. 

Signature Antono Capone 

 

Name YAWO Abla 

What is your impression of the meeting? Good. 

What do you like about the project? Appreciated how we were received  

What do you not like about the project? It was quite short. I recommend you try to reach 

all regions 

Signature 

 

 

Name YAOU Mery 

What is your impression of the meeting? I am satisfied with the constructive discussion held 

during the workshop. The workshop was very 

interesting. 
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What do you like about the project? I like the aim and the vision of this project which 

is to reduce the pressure on forest resources and 

to fight against air pollution and climate change.   

What do you not like about the project? I don’t appreciate the way that the LPG kits are 

going to be sold. I would suggest you rethink the 

way that the LPG kits are going to be distributed 

so that you can reach your target, vulnerable 

households. 

Signature 

 

 

Name KOUMAYE  

What is your impression of the meeting? I am satisfied. 

What do you like about the project? Its added value, especially for vulnerable 

women 

What do you not like about the project? Nothing but I would suggest you ensure that the 

way you target the beneficiaries is well done. 

Signature 

 

 

Name DJIRAM Adidja  

What is your impression of the meeting? This workshop was constructive and educative. I 

really enjoyed the content of the presentation. 

What do you like about the project? I think it is good that it will help reduce the price 

of the kits.    

What do you not like about the project? Nothing but I would suggest you help raise 

awareness in local communities and you 

encourage men to support the project 

Signature 
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Name ABOTCHI Jean-Claude  

What is your impression of the meeting? Good. 

What do you like about the project? I appreciate the commitment MIVO Energie has 

shown in the popularization of LPG kits in Togo, 

as well as in the support they have given to 

vulnerable populations and women, and 

contribution to the protection of the environment 

and the reduction of GHG.   

What do you not like about the project? Nothing but I would suggest you help raise 

awareness in local communities using social 

networks and local languages 

Signature 

 

 

Name AGBEKA Aleu Afefo  

What is your impression of the meeting? Good. 

What do you like about the project? I appreciate the commitment MIVO Energie has 

shown in the popularization of LPG kits in Togo, 

as well as in the support they have given to 

vulnerable populations and women, and 

contribution to the protection of the environment 

and the reduction of GHG.   

What do you not like about the project? Nothing but I would suggest you help raise 

awareness in local communities using social 

networks and local languages 

Signature 

 

 

Name PORRET Ludivine  

What is your impression of the meeting? The first part of the workshop was really 

interesting, particularly the part on the 

information related to the functioning of carbon 

credits. However, This was not adapted to the 

level of education of people in the room. 

What do you like about the project? -Democratisation of access to energy in Togo 

-Give more independence to women 

-Facilitate local development 
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What do you not like about the project? Carbon emissions are still a problem for the 

international community (this project only 

addresses local problems). I would suggest your 

organise additional workshops that give more 

time to participants to discuss or that are 

organised over several days. You could also 

choose the participants on the basis of their level 

of education and organise a workshop that is 

adapted to them. 

Signature 

 

 

(b) LSC in Kara 

Name DEDJILA Faouza  

What is your impression of the meeting? The workshop went very well. 

What do you like about the project? -The implementation strategy 

-The training and sensitisation of local communities 

to the use of LPG 

What do you not like about the project?  

Signature 

 

 

Name TONOU Mazabalo 

What is your impression of the meeting? -The workshop went very well. 

-The breaks went well 

-The project was well communicated 

-The participants were very attentive 

What do you like about the project? -The availability of kits 
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-The reduced cost of the kits 

-The reduction of GHG emissions 

What do you not like about the project? -The presentation did not say anything about the 
methane that is emitted in the combustion of LPG 

in lieu of CO2 

Signature 

 

 

Name GADZE Kossivi 

What is your impression of the meeting? -Very good initiative. 

-The project is very relevant. It takes into account 
all problems related to the protection of the 

environment and the reduction of GHG emissions. 

-The presentations were were of a good quality 

-the atmosphere was very good 

What do you like about the project? - The project takes into account all problems 

related to the reduction of GHG emissions 

-The project will reduce difficulties faced by 

women in the kitchen 

What do you not like about the project?  

Signature 
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C. 2.  Pictures from physical meeting(s) 
 

Picture 1. Welcoming session. From left to right: Dr. B.Perombelon (Hamerkop Climate Impacts); Mery 
Yaou (NDA, Ministry of Environment); Elodie Le Bachelier (MIVO Energie); Barbara Adoléhoumé (MIVO 

Energie)  

 
 

 
Picture 2. Presentation of the Gold Standard verification process 
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Picture 3. Participants 

 
 

Picture 4. Presentation of the project “Mivo Energie – Enabling LPG access for cooking in Togo” 

 
 

Picture 5. Questions from participants on the presentations 
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Picture 6. Questions from participants on the presentations 

 
 

Picture 7. Blind sustainable development assessment individual and focus group exercises (including on 
barriers, project monitoring mechanism, including monitoring SDGs, continuous input/grievance 

mechanism) 

 
 

Picture 8. Blind sustainable development assessment individual and focus group exercises 
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Picture 9. Blind sustainable development assessment individual and focus group exercises 

 
 

Picture 10. Blind sustainable development assessment individual and focus group exercises 

 
 

Picture 11. Blind sustainable development assessment focus group exercise 
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Picture 12. Blind sustainable development assessment plenary session 

 
 

Picture 13. Blind sustainable development assessment plenary session 

 
 

Picture 14. Blind sustainable development assessment closing session 
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Picture 15. LSC consultation in Kara 
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C. 3.  Outcome of consultation process 
i. Minutes of physical meeting(s) 

 

The minutes of the meeting are as follows, following the agenda items listed above  

1. Presentation of the workshop and opening session  

The consultation workshop began with a short opening speech by Mrs. Mery Yaou, Director at the 
Togo Ministry of Environment who thanked MIVO Energie for setting up the project “Enabling LPG 
access for cooking in Togo” since it would enable important contributions being made to the 
country’s National Action Plan to Combat Climate Change. She encouraged all participants to 
support the implementation of the project. 
 
Dr. Brice Perombelon (BP), from Hamerkop Climate Impacts (HCI) presented participants from 
organising entities (Hamerkop Climate Impacts and MIVO Energie also introduced themselves) as 
well as the organisations to which they belong. HCI is tasked with the project’s Gold Standard 
certification related work. MIVO Energie, an association created in Togo by Entrepreneurs du 
Monde (EdM) is the project’s proponent. 
 
The workshop was also presented in brief terms to stakeholders. Participants were thanked for their 
presence.  
 
It was said in particular that the workshop was organised to allow participants to question 
themselves and others about the project. For this reason, participants were encouraged to fill out 
the evaluation forms and communicate their feedback and questions about the project’s expected 
benefits, barriers, impacts, and objectives during and after the workshop if they had any. 
 
The workshop was facilitated by Dr. Perombelon from HCI. 
 

2. Presentation of the project "Enabling LPG access for cooking in Togo” 

a. Presentation of the project and objectives 

b. Project benefits 

At the beginning of this session, Elodie Le Bachelier (ELB), from MIVO Energie gave a detailed 
presentation of the project and of Entrepreneurs du Monde who is the main organisation behind its 
development and implementation. She explained that since 1998, the goal of Entrepreneurs of du 
Monde has been to support the economic integration of families in very precarious situations; and 
to facilitate access to essential goods and services. EdM has 3 main areas of intervention: social 
microfinance (via its local NGO, Assilassime), access to energy (via MIVO Energie) and support for 
the creation of very small enterprises and professional integration (via Miawodo). 
 
The project “Enabling LPG access for cooking in Togo” as also presented to stakeholders. ELB said 
in particular there is now a high demand for products enabling access to energy particularly among 
vulnerable women in Lomé (According to data collected by Assilassime- energy access represents 
up to 25% of their budget). 
 
As such, MIVO Energie aimed to offer communities that are in a vulnerable situation, equipment 
that would reduce their exposure to toxic smokes, and to economic and environmental poverty, by 
reducing the impact of the consumption of wood energy on forests in Togo. Firstly, as field testing, 
MIVO began to distribute LPG after field meetings with its beneficiaries – LPG was of great interest 
to them, especially in the areas with high wood energy consumption, which are the urban areas. 
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MIVO Energie also found that LPG saves women a lot of time compared to charcoal - time that can 
be reinvested in other income-generating activities; it also emits less CO2 than charcoal or wood 
To implement the project, several activities have been identified: 

 Raising awareness about this energy: people are afraid of what they cannot understand 
because they think it is dangerous if misused: ELB explained that it is important to raise 
awareness among the beneficiaries on the correct ways to use the LPG. 

 Development of a ditribution network to reach a high number of people in cities and peri-
urban areas.  

 Identification of quality equipment: important because poor quality equipment is often 
found. If this type of equipment is used, there is a greater risk of leaks. MIVO Energie works 
with local artisans and import equipment that is not available locally. 

 Development of financial services: the selling of carbon credits: will allow beneficiaries to 
buy LPG kits and pay them over several months; MIVO Energie will lend stocks to its resellers 
and key account holders. 

 
To distribute the kits, MIVO Energie will use micro-franchised distributors, as well as microfinance 
account holders and it will also sell kits. 
MIVO Energie aims to reach households and street food vendors who live in urban and peri-urban 
areas. 
 

c. Explanation of the certification and sale process for carbon credits 

The above session was then followed by an introduction to the international GHG emissions 
reductions and carbon financing mechanisms (including the UNFCCC), to the Gold Standard 
certification process, and to the project’s impacts, benefits, and contributions to SDGs by Dr. Brice 
Perombelon from HCI. 
 
The following points were mentioned by him: 

 The UNFCCC is based on 3 principles: precaution, common but differentiated responsibility 
and right to development. The Kyoto Protocol (KP) aimed to reduce GHG emissions by 
implementing one of these three mechanisms: Joint Implementation, Clean development 
Mechanism and emissions trading. The Paris Agreement (PA), which came into force in 2020, 
when the institutional framework created by the KP ends. The PA is more ambitious: it aims 
at a trajectory of 2C, or even 1.5 C of warming by 2100 with a goal to reach carbon 
neutrality by the second half of the century. Article 6 proposes in particular the 
establishment of international cooperation which may include GHG trading, the details of 
which have yet to be defined.  

 The voluntary markets enable the compensation of emissions by allowing polluters to offset 
their emissions by buying the emission rights produced through emission reduction projects. 

 Via voluntary carbon finance certification standard such as the Gold Standard, projects will 
be financed by demonstrating impact. This will allow project developers to issue credits that 
will be sold to individuals or corporates. 

 Certification enables the issuance of credits. It is a rather cumbersome procedure, since an 
important amount of data has to be compiled and submitted. As part of this process, MIVO 
Energie carried out a baseline study in October 2019. The baseline study will allow the GS 
to see that the project achieves the planned emission reductions. It will also help verify that 
the environmental, social and economic contributions are achieved. The certification process 
also entails a validation procedure followed by a monitoring phase, which will take place 
throughout the duration of the project’s crediting period. The monitoring process will be 
implemented in part on the basis of feedback from the participants to this workshop. 
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d. Safeguarding principles (the original questionnaires used in the focus groups are attached 

as appendice 3, these were distributed to participants) 

The GS4GG change that took place in 2017 provide project developer (PD) a more inclusive 
framework to consider the social, environmental and economic impacts and contributions of their 
projects in addition to emissions reductions. 
 
In particular, it made contributions to 2 SDGs (in addition to SDG 13: for emissions reductions), 
mandatory. It also provide PD a framework to assess the potential implications of their project (e.g. 
governance issues, exclusion, discrimination, etc.). A risk analysis has to be implemented and 
methods behind it must be justified. Measures must be established to mitigate identified risks. 
 
A list of possible risks has already been established as part of the safeguarding principles 
assessment for this project: 

 Social and cultural 
o Change in the distribution of household chores 
o Cooking with LPG may not taste the same 

 Environmental 
o Beneficiaries could continue to use other technologies (charcoal, wood) in parallel to 

MIVO’s LPG kits either for cooking or heating, which would not reduce emissions. 
o Users of already existing and efficient LPG kits may be interested in purchasing MIVO 

kits as they will become fashionable. 

 Economy and poverty 
o Rising cost of LPG cylinders could push beneficiaries to switch back to wood/charcoal 
o Difficulties in access to LPG refills in some locations could lead to beneficiaries having to 

spend more/travel further to obtain supplies. 
o The phenomenon of demand suppression could create an imbalance between beneficiary 

and non-beneficiary populations.  
o Fraud and corruption of loan officers in partner MFIs 

 Health 
o Risks related to the handling of LPG and its storage 

 
As stakeholders to this workshop you will also be asked your input on other important issues such as 
gender equality (the project must not create imbalance, women and men must have equal voice), 
monitoring procedures, barriers to the projects, impacts and benefits of the project and contributions 
to sustainable development goals as well as a grievance mechanism. This mechanism will enable 
project beneficiaries to tell the PD if they have n issue with the project and also if they have any 
solutions or ideas to suggest to improve it. 
 
This project will contribute to the following 2 SDGs (in addition to emissions reduction):  

 Sustainable forest management (SDG15) 

 Gender equality and women’s empowerment (SDG 5): the project will free up time 
available for education and economic and social emancipation for women and girls 
from the project beneficiary families. 

Operationalisation of these objectives will be verified via monitoring surveys using specific 
indicators (proportion of time spent on household chores; calculation of changes in forest area as a 
proportion of total land area through gas use surveys). 
 
The project will have the following benefits: 

 Environmental well-being: 
o Reduction of CO2e emissions from wood and charcoal combustion in Togo: 500,00 to 

600,000 tCO2e avoided over 5 years (estimate) 
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o Contribution to a cleaner local environment 
o Contribution to the preservation of biodiversity in Togo, and to the reduction of 

deforestation: 1M T biomass not consumed over 5 years 

 Social and economic welfare: 
o Improvement of living and health conditions by reducing passive exposure to carbon 

monoxide and fine particles, although no indicators will show this clearly 
o Job creation by stimulating the production and distribution channels and making the LPG 

sector more attractive. 
o Give women and girls more time for education, social and income-generating activities. 

 Technological well-being 
o LPG is a more convenient and reliable energy source, more energy efficient: it reduces 

the cooking time. 
o Improve the image of LPG in Togo and facilitate its adoption by households 

 
BP also discussed briefly the manner in which the blind assessments are organised. Two focus group 
sessions and one plenary session (which included a focus group) will be organised, comprising 
(sessions 4, 5 and 6): 

 3 themes to be assessed for the first session: safeguarding principles, evaluation of the 
benefits and impacts of the project. 

 4 themes to be assessed for the 2nd session: DOs, barriers, project monitoring mechanism, 
complaints and grievances procedure. 

 
At the end of each of the two sessions above, we will briefly note down the questions that you 
obtained in the groups. In the 3rd session, we will summarize your questions and offer you some 
answers. Stakeholders will have to evaluate answers made by the PD on the first form that was 
distributed to you. We will also try to answer them during this 3rd session. If you are still not satisfied 
with our answers, you can use the second question sheet to let us know your comments and questions. 
 
Fill out the workshop evaluation sheets. Fill in the attendance sheet.  
 
Next steps: 

 Kara Regional Stakeholder Consultation 

 Stakeholder feedback round (after the second consultation) 

 Stakeholders (you) will have access to the project document, as well as the stakeholder 
consultation report by contacting financecarbone.mivo@gmail.com. A dedicated webpage 
where you can download these documents will also be created in the future. 

 Procedure of the grievance mechanism. 
 
At the end of this second session, questions from participants were taken and answered by BP and 
ELB. Key questions were:  

Q: Can EdM be involved in offsetting methane emissions from oil flaring?  
BP: No, it is not within the scope of the project. 
Q: How can we be sure that two entities are not selling the same "carbon credit"?  
ELB: Offsetting takes place at the level of distribution of LPG products; it takes place at the 
level of use instead. Mivo is not an LPG producer:  
Q: Does it take into account the fact that the producer can declare the same product;  
ELB: That is impossible because we use a tracking number for each LPG kit (a unique sales 
certificate with beneficiaries' signatures  and a unique number on the carriers). 
Q: How to deal with the problem of lack of means for the purchase of LPG refill bottles?  
ELB: The use of LPG allows the beneficiaries to make savings on the long term; However, and 
unfortunately, the price of LPG is regulated in Togo and subsidized by the State; thus, MIVO 
has no power to lower the price of LPG. 
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Q: What is the cost of the gas kits and how do you help the beneficiaries to acquire them?  
ELB: The basic kit costs 22,000 FCFA; MIVO Energie supports the beneficiaries by subsidising 
the kits through vouchers in order to reduce their price and through financial services in order 
to fraction the investment into instalments. 
Q: Who conducted the field studies?  
BP: the TORs for the baseline study were prepared by HCI in partnership with EdM/Mivo 
Energie; the study were then carried out by an independent local contractor specialised in 
conducting surveys for climate finance projects. The contractor’s name is CRISTO. 
Q: What will happen to charcoal dealers? Could they loose their jobs?  
ELB: ASSILASSIME will offer those who are affected the possibility to convert into selling LPG 
kits.  
Q: What are the short, medium and long term targets of the project?  
ELB: MIVO is targeting 60,000 end users over 5 years, including 12,000 LPG kits in 2020; 
these figures are forecasts based on the project's findings. We based this numbers on the fact 
that the LPG kits are already very popular with local communities (2,500 kits distributed at the 
International Fair in 2 weeks). 
ELB: The money generated by MIVO with the selling of carbon credits will allow the LPG 
distribution to continue; beneficiaries or resellers may no longer have access to the kits or 
payment facilities. For the resellers, they are offered to earn a margin on the resale so that 
they can generate profits. 
Q: Are you sure about your use of the term “vulnerable household”? for your target population?  
ELB: In fact, the products distributed are more for middle-class households. 

 
3. Presentation of the objectives of the Stakeholder Consultation and Blind SD assessment 

exercise 

In this third session, the blind sustainable development assessment exercises were explained again 
to participants by BP. Participants were handed questions and statements on the project’s impacts, 
benefits, barriers, sustainable development goals contributions, monitoring procedure, grievance 
mechanism, and safeguarding principles on pre-printed paper sheets and asked if they would be 
able to answer and/or comment them by themselves first and then in groups of 4 or 5 (see 
questionnaires in appendices 2 and 3). They were told that their answers, suggestions, comments 
and questions would be then discussed by the organisers who would try to address them during the 
consultation. 
 
They were also told that these questions and suggestions would be taken into account in the project’s 
design and if not that they would be explained why. 
 

4. Focus Group work session, part 1 

In this session, participants were organised in groups of 4 or 5 and asked to work on the sustainable 
development assessment exercises described above, starting with an assessment of the 
safeguarding principles. Dr. Brice Perombelon from HCI, Elodie Le Bachelier and Barbara 
Adolehoume from MIVO Energie then walked into each group to explain further the statements and 
questions and to ensure that participants were able to discuss them within their respective groups.  
 
Questions first addressed the PP’s safeguarding principles’ risk analysis and impacts/benefits 
assessment. Participants were given approx. 1h to read these 8 questions, to answer them and 
discuss them in group.  
 
BP then discussed answers given by participants in a plenary session which lasted approx.. 30 
minutes until lunch break. This was resumed for another 30 minutes after lunch break. 
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Comments made by Yendoube Lare, Mery Yaou and Djiram Adidja: 

 If all people are equal before the law, the environment will be improved for some with this 
project but not for others.  

 Similarly, this project can create conflict if MIVO Energie raises awareness in one community 
and not in another. 

 In a house where there are 3 households for example, if 2 are able to acquire LPG kits and 
the 3rd isn’t, the 3rd will feel the project creates imbalances. This may create psychological 
pressure on households that do not have sufficient purchasing power to buy an LPG kit. As 
a result, some vulnerable households could feel more excluded. Women who sell charcoal 
in the street could also suffer from loosing some of their customers. 

 MIVO Energie could implement an economic impact study on these women. As their revenues 
could decrease. It would be worth implementing an awareness raising in order to avoid 
conflicts between them and LPG kits resellers. 

 There could as such be a mechanism put in place to facilitate access to the kits. MIVO Energie 
could provide smaller kits, subsidize kits and use several different distribution channels to 
reach a maximum number of people. Households could also lend their kits to other 
households every week (so that everyone can test it). 

 Put a picture describing safety precautions with the kits so that it can be understood by as 
many people as possible. 

 Find a way to control sales effectively so that no abuses are made 

 Increase the storage capacity of TOTAL and SODIGAZ to cover all the beneficiaries. 

 To increase coverage you could use advertising posters of MIVO Energie and its equipment 
in TV and radio ads in local language (with beneficiaries) 

 Also don't neglect to raise awareness in schools and in universitiesWouldn’t more households 
be able to afford the LPG kits if, for example, they could be refilled at the pump? 
 

5. Focus Group work session, part 2 

Due to time constraints, discussion on the remaining questions and topics (impacts/benefits, barriers, 
project’s contributions to SDGs, monitoring procedure and grievance mechanism) were conducted 
in a plenary session. BP chaired this session during which questions and comments from participants 
were recorded in order to be addressed and/our answered (when possible) in the following session). 
Comments received on impacts/benefits assessment, and project’s contribution to SDGs: 
From Ms. DJIRAM, Mr. Abotchi, Mr. KOUMAYE: 
-Beneficiaries will be able to do other things with the time saved thanks to the project (education, 

exchanges within the community) 

-If women who used to sell charcoal and firewood start selling LPG kits instead, that will have 

positive impacts on their lives 

-LPG is less toxic and safer. It also gives the possibility to cover more domestic needs and is as such 

more economical (as long as price of LPG refill botlles remains stable) 

-If LPG kits are used, it will be easier for men to participate to cooking activities 

-From Mr. Bouame Kossivi: Household surveys are needed to determine what are the illnesses that 
are caused by charcoal: stomach aches, headaches and that can be reduced with the use of LPG 

kits. 

-The project could lead to a loss of traditional cooking practices, that are usually based on the 
utilisation of charcoal. 

-Estimates of emissions reduction and biomass consumption will have to confirmed 
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-Will the LPG kits cause safety risks to users, could they for example explode? 

Barriers : 

Community: 

-The project could lead to confrontations between charcoal and LPG kits resellers, especially if they 

are represented by corporations or trade unions. 

Environmental: 

-Road conditions - some areas would be inaccessible; In the rainy season, it may be difficult to 

reach them. 

Gender related: 

- Mr. Koumaye: Who will manage the equipment in the house? Whoever is the owner is going to 
manage or both can manage; question of purchase and purchase of the refill, this will dependent 
on the couple works? Generally speaking, access to financial means depend on the men in the 
household; men can facilitate access to LPG for women, it is necessary to raise awareness among 

men to accompany their wives in the access ;  

-Credit: the majority of women take credit; men must help; at Assilassimé, women and men are 

educated but the majority of beneficiaries are women. The message is passed on to all beneficiaries.  

Linked to age: 

- Ms. MONTCHO: Elderly people will also benefit from the kits, but only if they are made aware 

of the conditions of use 

- Mr. Abotchi: Question of the "house maids". All kits users will have to be trained, even children; 
care must sometimes be taken to avoid their neglect. It is important to inform them about the 

conditions of use otherwise the LPG kits can be used in ways which can bring additional risks. 

-Suggestion: Raise awareness among men, children, the elderly and the disabled people 

-Suggestion: Difficult for the elderly to go and refill the gas bottles; it is better to give two kits to 

avoid breakage.  

-Sometimes the "house maids" do not close the LPG bottles, which creates risks.  

Related to one’s ethnic origin: 

-Conflict in the communities: there may be conflicts between the natives/landowners and others who 

are not from the area;  

Related to the geographical area : 

- In the Logavi neighborhood: some areas do not have LPG refill resellers so it is complicated to 
refill; important to target neighborhoods without depots in order to install resellers / the trip should 
not be too long. 

Comments received on monitoring procedure: 

-Suggestion to create a participatory mechanism to monitor the project locally. This would involve 

comittees composed of project beneficiaries, environment experts and microfinance experts 

-In order to make sure that beneficiaries do use their LPG kits, make unannounced visits, get 
beneficiaries to keep purchase receipts and put MIVO resellers in the immediate neighbourhoods 
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of beneficiaries. Study consumption habits and set up bonus/discount procedures to capitalize on 
beneficiaries practices. E-payment can be set up: every time the beneficiary buys gas, you can pay 
sparingly and this allows you to leave a trace. Set up a register with the resellers that allows you 

to have information on the beneficiaries. 

- Organise quarterly meetings with local partners and implement consumer surveys with customer 
files and contacts. Create groups on social networks; set up suggestion boxes at MIVO points of 

sale or offices; loyalty card to be used to obtain loyalty and plan rewards. 

- You could set up a database with beneficiaries' telephone numbers: making a telephone survey 

where clients could answer by SMS or whatsapp  

-Meeting with Focal Points 

Grievance expression mechanism: 

- The community meets and formulates complaints that will be analysed. If these complaints cannot 

be answered, they are referred to a higher authority: commune or prefecture.  

- Before that, MIVO can be contacted by whatsapp to pass on the information. 

- Preference for telephone number whatsapp and emails. 

- There should also be a means to report complaints without internet access, such as a call centre (a 
simple number to remember). 
 

6. Plenary session: answers from MIVO Energie and HCI (Review of the 

results of the exercises of the previous session) 

In this session, questions recorded in the previous two sessions were put on screen and BP and ELB 

addressed them in the following way: 

On targeting vulnerable groups: 

ELB/BP:  Only those who did not use the gas will be counted as beneficiaries of the GS certified 
project. At each sale, the sales certificate will provide information on the beneficiary (activity, main 
fuel use). The facilitators will also look for associations that are in contact with vulnerable groups. 
For instance, Assilassime already targets vulnerable people using vulnerability scores. 
In the interior of the country, we will work with microfinance organisations in order to to do so. Also, 
if participants to this workshop know associations of vulnerable people, they can tell us about them 
so that we can try to reach them. 
On given estimates of ER and quantified reduction of biomass consumption: 
BP: On the basis of 60,000 kits distributed, we calculated the emissions that these kits represent in 
relation to our baseline survey where we interviewed 219 people (in Lomé, Kara, Dapaong, Sokodé 
and Atakpamé) on their charcoal/firewood consumption. We then use emission factors to calculate 
CO2 emission reductions and the equivalent in terms of trees saved over 5 years. However these 
are based on estimates of stoves performances, usage rates and distribution rates which are subject 
to change and re-evaluation during the monitoring period. All numbers will be open to the public 
for consultation. 
On the quantification of health benefits brought by the project 
ELB/BP: we do not have quantified data at the moment, but we will be able to have a qualitative 
perception of the impact on health. 
On the loss of cultural practices: 
ELB: MIVO is working for the emancipation of women, so we want women to spend less time on 
household chores and to be able to use their time more freely, while at the same time not reversing 
cultural practices. 
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On prioritising women: 
ELB: MIVO/EdM focuses on identifying women who would become LPG kits resellers. We however 
allow resellers to have margins on resale (however the margin for the sale of LPG refills is 
regulated). We have more margin on the kits (between 1500 and 2000 CFAF margin). We get 
between 200 and 500 CFAF per refill bottles. This will complement the activities that generate 
revenues that are practiced by resellers and shopkeepers. We will facilitate access by lending LPG 
refill bottles to resellers so that they can begin their LPG retail activity. 
On raising awareness among men, the elderly and children: 
ELB: MIVO Energie will work on raising awareness among men, the elderly and children about using 
the LPG kits. We will also communicate on the positive impacts that it can bring to a household as 
a whole. 
On the creation of new employment opportunities: 
ELB: MIVO Energie will contribute to raising awareness among women who sell charcoal. We will 
work with them to offer them the opportunity to change their activity and begin selling LPG kits 
instead. In addition, we will assess the economic impacts of LPG reselling activities on women's 
money earning activities. It is also worth noting that the manufacture of cooking pot holders will 
also generate employment. Finally, with this project MIVO works on women's empowerment since 
equipping households with LPG kits will save them time. They can then use this additional time to 
undertake other activities than can generate revenues. Our aim is not to change African traditions 
but to free up time for women. 
On raising awareness among house maids: 
ELB: We will think about the "house maids" or people who actually cook in households when we 
design our raising awareness and education kits.  
On proposals regarding grievance expression mechanism: 
BP/ELB: The gold standard’s procedures for implementing a grievance expression mechanism are 
somewhat rigid. However, our facilitators already use whatsapp discussion groups with the resellers 
to bring up information, concerns ; We also already use satisfaction surveys. We have also thought 
of putting a loyalty card program in place and we will continue to think about the feasibility of this 
approach. We suggest that for reporting your complaints about the project, to use a dedicated 
whatsapp number, and email address which will be accessible in all branches. 

 

7. Closing of the meeting 

Dr. B. Perombelon closed the meeting by thanking all attendees for their attendance and 
participation, and then asked everyone to finish filling the evaluation forms before leaving. He also 
repeated that there would other opportunities for participants to provide their comments and 

questions if they had any, either by email or phone. 

 

 

 

ii. Minutes of other consultations 
 

The consultation in Kara followed the same agenda as the one in Lome. This consultation aimed to allow 

stakeholders from Kara, Sokode and Dapaong to give their feedback and comments about the project4.  

In order to reach as many stakeholders as possible, the PD used a suitable means of invitation according 
to the profile of each stakeholder. When the PD had email addresses, invitations were sent by email. The 
other stakeholders all received a personal letter in person from MIVO Energie team members or NGO 

                                                        
4 See invitation email in appendix 5 and reminder in appendix 6. 
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partners. International stakeholders received an email in French and English to increase the level of 

inclusiveness.  

The workshop was chaired by Barbara Adolehoume and Elodie Le Bachelier from MIVO Energie. Important 

feedback and questions from this consultation are as follows: 

Q: What is MIVO doing for safety in relation to the use and storage of LPG gas bottles? Households are 
often afraid. 
ELB: MIVO Energie is raising awareness among the population with facilitators who give advice on the 
use and storage of gas. These safety measures are also provided to distributors so that they can pass 
them on to the final beneficiaries. Moreover, MIVO Energie works only with quality equipment and 
forbids its dealers to transfer gas between bottles(a particularly dangerous practice for filling bottles). 

 

Q: You mentioned a programme for the professional integration of young people at MIVO, can you tell 
us more about it? 
ELB: This professional integration program is part of the programs of Entrepreneurs of the World in Togo, 
called MIAWODO. It is only present in Lomé for the moment. 

 

Q: What is the price of LPG ? 
ELB: In Togo, the price of gas is set by the Togolese state. MIVO does not have the possibility to reduce 
the price of gas. On the other hand, MIVO allows the population to have financial services that allow 
them to pay in instalments. MIVO also makes the population aware of the fact that they can save money 

that is not spent daily on charcoal and/or wood.  

Q: You say you are targeting vulnerable households but these households cannot afford to pay for a 
LPG kit. 
ELB: You cannot target the most vulnerable households because the cost does not allow it: part of the 
population will not be able to afford the kits. We are targeting households in urban and peri-urban 

areas in a situation of fuel poverty. 

Q: You are targeting urban and peri-urban areas whereas it is the rural areas that consume the most 
charcoal and/or wood. If rural areas do not provide charcoal/wood, urban areas will no longer have 
access to it. The source of the problem needs to be targeted. 
ELB: Our baseline survey showed that more than 90% of the population uses charcoal. It is hoped that this 
project will reach nearly 60,000 beneficiaries. We are not trying to target the origin because there will 
always be a need for charcoal/wood. Moreover, the supply of LPG in rural areas is complicated, we 

don't have the logistical capacity to do it.  

Q: If someone buys a gas kit but does not use it, how will you calculate the CO2 emission reductions? 
BA: At each kit sale, the beneficiary fills out a certificate with a certain amount of information, including 
their contacts. During the surveys that take place once a year (monitoring and usage), we ask the 
respondents the rate of use and practice of cooking with the gas kit and other fuels. This allows us to 

know the level of CO2 emissions emitted by the household.  

Feedback obtained during the focus groups is reported in iii, D.2 I. and E.1 and E.2 below when different 

from feedback obtained during the Lome LSC. 

ELB and BA responded to the various comments and questions listed above and those mentioned in 

sections below in the following way: 

On the marginalisation of part of the population and price discrimination  

In this project, the selection criterion will be the non-use of LPG as the main fuel prior to the purchase of 
the kit. MIVO Energie will never refuse the distribution of a as kit, but only people in a situation of fuel 
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poverty will be considered in the project. Moreover, the price of the kits is a reality that already exists 

since gas bottles have a fixed price. On the other hand, MIVO Energie offers payment facilities. 

Rural areas are not within the project's limits for several reasons. First of all, the standard of living in rural 
areas may not be high enough for people to be able to obtain gas supplies. In addition, MIVO Energie 

does not have the financial and logistical means to reach rural areas.  

Violence against women 

The aim of the project is not to create tensions between men and women within households. MIVO Energie 
hopes to reach men through awareness raising and believes that over time mentalities will change so that 

men participate as much in household tasks as women. 

In addition, during the sensitisations by MIVO Energie facilitators will be explained how to save money 
that will not be spent on buying charcoal and/or wood. They will also sensitize on how to use the kit in 

order not to waste the fuel.  

Cutting some jobs 

MIVO Energie is working, in Lomé, with the MIAWODO programme, to convert charcoal dealers into LPG 
kit dealers. MIVO Energie also plans to work with NGOs and/or associations to help these people to 

retrain professionally.  

Corruption  

MIVO Energie, through its charter, is committed to working transparently and fairly. With regard to 
corruption in the sale of carbon credits, as this is an over-the-counter market, we believe that it is 
complicated for corruption to take place. Moreover, the project leader could use an intermediary for this 
process of selling carbon credits.  

Cultural/traditional barrier 

MIVO Energie's objective is not to totally replace the use of coal and/or wood. We are aware that 
households will continue to use charcoal/wood for the preparation of certain dishes. The aim is for LPG to 

become the main household fuel. 

Technology not suitable for large families 

For the moment, the project only includes 6kg LPG kits. However, MIVO Energie will in the future distribute 

3 stoves table top cookers with 12kg LPG bottles. 

Use derived from gas 

MIVO Energie prohibits its dealers from carrying out transfers. In the event that a MIVO dealer becomes 

aware that this is the case, the dealer will be removed from the distribution network. 

MIVO Energie also makes beneficiaries aware of not using this type of practice by explaining its 

dangerousness.  

Household fear of using gas 

During the sensitization campaigns, MIVO Energie explains why it is not dangerous to use LPG if the 

beneficiaries use the right techniques/practices for use and storage.  

Valorisation of the project  
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Within the context of the registration to the Gold Standard and the certification, the project developper 
must put online and make public a certain number of documents such as the project document, monitoring 

reports, etc. These documents explain in detail the procedure carried out.  

Promoting the employment of women 

MIVO Energie aims to achieve at least gender parity in its dealer network. Today, the network includes 

63 women out of a total of 136 resellers. 

 

iii. Assessment of all comments 
 

In the below table, stakeholders’ comments were regrouped by subject type. 

 

Stakeholder comment Was comment taken into 
account (Yes/ No)? 

Explanation (Why? How?) 

In what ways is LPG 
cheaper, more efficient and 

safer than charcoal?  

Yes The use of LPG allows the 
beneficiaries to make 
savings on the long term. It 
is also possible to cover 
more needs with LPG than it 
is with charcoal. The risk of 
fire is also not as high with 
the use of LPG kits than it is 
with charcoal. LPG is also 
less toxic. 

How will you be sure that 
your are targeting 
vulnerable people? And that 
you are not creating 
conflicts between groups 
since the project could lead 
to confrontations between 
charcoal and LPG kits 
resellers, especially if they 
are represented by 
corporations or trade 
unions?. Will you consult with 

local beneficiaries? 

Due to security risks in 
certain areas 
(Sokode/Dapong), it may 
be difficult for the project to 

operate everywhere.  

Vulnerable people could be 
marginalized because of 
the high cost of gas. There is 
a risk that they may feel 
discriminated against in 

Yes Only those who did not use 
the gas will be counted as 
beneficiaries of the GS 
certified project. At each 
sale, the sales certificate 
will provide information on 
the beneficiary (activity, 
main fuel use). The 
facilitators will also look for 
associations that are in 
contact with vulnerable 
groups. For instance, 
Assilassime already targets 
vulnerable people using 

vulnerability scores. 

In the interior of the 
country, we will work with 
microfinance organisations 

in order to to do so. 

We will also raise 
awareness among these 
groups to ensure that no 

conflicts develop. 
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society or within their 

housing (communal houses). 

 

We will thus have 
information about 
beneficiaries and we will 
be getting their feedback 
and concerns from the 
grievance expression 
mechanism.  

Furthermore, Entrepreneurs 
du Monde already has had 
experience distributing LPG 
kits to specific portions of 
the population on the basis 
of their vulnerability 
(Assilassime) and ability to 
access microcredits via 
Tontine groups (MIVO 

Energie) 

MIVO Energie is already 
present in Dapong and 
Sokode and has not had 

difficulty operating so far. 

The target of 60,000 kits 
over a five-year period is 
not high enough to have an 
impact on the 
marginalization of parts of 
the population. 

No Going beyond this target is 
not within the capacity of a 
small organisation like 

MIVO Energie 

The availability of a fuel 
that is cheaper than LPG 
near a project 
implementation area could 
impact its success? by (e.g. 
free wood if the household 

lives near a forest) 

Yes The project will monitor the 
consumption of all fuels 
after the distribution of the 
LPG kits and thus will 
determine whether that 
situation occurs. If it is the 
case, it will be accounted 
for in the project’s emission 
reductions ratio and woody 

biomass saved. 

Isn’t there a risk of child 
labour at distributors 
(resellers and partners of 

MIVO Energie) 

Yes MIVO Energie already uses 
verification procedures to 
ensure it is not 
collaborating with resellers 
and partners that employ 

children 

There is a risk that the 
women will mismanage the 
gas and the man will get 
angry because he is the one 
paying for the bottle, which 

Yes MIVO Energie will put 
education campaigns in 
place to ensure that both 
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could lead to violence 
against women. Women 
should be sensitized to have 
good gas management or 
distribute bottles with gas 

meters. 

men and women benefit 

from the LPG kits. 

Suggestion to improve the 

monitoring procedure: 

Create a participatory 
mechanism to monitor the 

project locally? 

In order to make sure that 
beneficiaries do use their 
LPG kits, make unannounced 
visits, get beneficiaries to 
keep purchase receipts and 
put MIVO resellers in the 
immediate neighbourhoods 
of beneficiaries. Study 
consumption habits and set 
up bonus/discount 
procedures to capitalize on 
beneficiaries practices. E-
payment can be set up: 
every time the beneficiary 
buys gas, you can pay 
sparingly and this allows 
you to leave a trace. Set up 
a register with the resellers 
that allows you to have 
information on the 

beneficiaries. 

Organise quarterly 
meetings with local partners 
and implement consumer 
surveys with customer files 
and contacts. Create groups 
on social networks; set up 
suggestion boxes at MIVO 
points of sale or offices; 
loyalty card to be used to 
obtain loyalty and plan 

rewards. 

You could set up a 
database with beneficiaries' 
telephone numbers: making 
a telephone survey where 

Yes Our facilitators already use 
whatsapp discussion groups 
with the resellers to bring 
up information and 
concerns ; We also already 
use satisfaction surveys. We 
have also thought of putting 
a loyalty card program in 
place and we will continue 
to think about the feasibility 
of this approach. We 
suggest that for reporting 
your complaints about the 
project, you use a 
dedicated whatsapp 
number, and email address 
which will be made 

accessible in all branches. 
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clients could answer by SMS 

or whatsapp  

Meeting with Focal Points 

Nominate one person per 
locality who would be the 
"model beneficiary" and 
who could pass on the 

remarks to MIVO Energie. 

Set up a toll-free number 

Set up a suggestion box at 

the resellers premises. 

Are your current estimates 
of emission reduction and 
biomass consumption 
reduction definitive? 

Yes Our estimates are made on 
the basis of 60,000 kits 
distributed by the end of 
2025, we calculated the 
emissions that these kits 
represent in relation to our 
baseline survey where we 
interviewed 219 people (in 
Lomé, Kara, Dapaong, 
Sokodé and Atakpamé) on 
their charcoal/firewood 
consumption. We then use 
emission factors to calculate 
CO2 emission reductions 
and the equivalent in terms 
of trees saved over 5 
years. However these are 
based on estimates of 
stoves performances, usage 
rates and distribution rates 
which are subject to change 
and re-evaluation during 
the monitoring period. All 
numbers will be open to the 

public for consultation 

Will you be able to 
quantify the health benefits 

of the project? 

Yes We do not have quantified 
data at the moment, but we 
will be able to have a 
qualitative perception of 
the benefits created by the 
LPG kits on the health of 

beneficiaries. 

Will the project lead to a 
loss of cultural practices 
linked to cooking? 

Yes MIVO is working for the 
emancipation of women, so 
we want women to spend 
less time on household 
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(preparing palm oil with 

LPG is not possible) 

Some ethnic groups risk 
loosing their culinary 

traditions  

 

chores and to be able to 
use their time more freely, 
while at the same time not 

reversing cultural practices 

How are you prioritizing 
women and what benefits 
will they receive from selling 
the kits? Instead of doing 
something else that could 

allow them to earn a living? 

Yes MIVO/EdM focuses on 
identifying women who 
would become LPG kits 
resellers. We however 
allow resellers to have 
margins on resale (however 
the margin for the sale of 
LPG refills is regulated). 
We have more margin on 
the kits (between 1500 and 
2000 CFAF margin). We 
get between 200 and 500 
CFAF per refill bottles. This 
will complement the 
activities that generate 
revenues that are practiced 
by resellers and 
shopkeepers. We will 
facilitate access by lending 
LPG refill bottles to 
resellers so that they can 
begin their LPG retail 

activity. 

Will this project create new 
employment opportunities? 

Yes MIVO Energie will 
contribute to raising 
awareness among women 
who sell charcoal (as well 
as other women who may 
be interested in selling the 
kits). We will work with 
them to offer them the 
opportunity to change their 
activity and begin selling 
LPG kits instead. In 
addition, we will assess the 
economic impacts of LPG 
reselling activities on 
women's money earning 
activities. It is also worth 
noting that the manufacture 
of cooking pot holders will 
also generate employment. 
Finally, with this project 
MIVO works on women's 
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empowerment since 
equipping households with 
LPG kits will save them 
time. They can then use this 
additional time to 
undertake other activities 
than can generate 
revenues. Our aim is not to 
change African traditions 
but to free up time for 

women. 

You will have to be careful 
to consider house maids and 
other people who may use 
the LPG kits at home but 
who are not the direct 

beneficiaries? 

Yes We will think about the 
"house maids" or people 
who actually cook in 
households when we design 
our raising awareness and 

education kits. 

Will you educate men, the 
elderly and children about 

using the kits? 

Yes MIVO Energie will work on 
raising awareness among 
men so they support their 
wives in using the kits, and 
we will also educate the 
elderly and children about 
using them. We will also 
communicate on the positive 
impacts that it can bring to 

a household as a whole. 

Can you design your 
grievance expression 
mechanism so that we can 
communicate our complaints 
and comments to you 
directly via whatsapp or on 

the phone? 

Yes The gold standard’s 
procedures for 
implementing a grievance 
expression mechanism are 
somewhat rigid. We 
suggest that for reporting 
your complaints about the 
project, to use a dedicated 
whatsapp number, and 
email address which will be 
accessible in all branches. 

The cost of LPG refill bottles 
is quite high and it can also 
be difficult to access 
locations where we can buy 
those. Will the project help 

with this issue? 

Yes MIVO will work with 
several LPG suppliers in 
Togo to ensure that there 
are stocks available and 
accessible to beneficiaries. 
However, it cannot change 
the quantity of LPG sold in 
refill points as the size of 
refill bottles is regulated by 

the government.   
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Consider parity in 
distribution of equipment as 
there are inequalities and 
discrimination between men 
and women. Create 
solidarity Tontine groups 
composed equally of men 
and women to facilitate the 

buying of kits 

Yes MIVO Energie already 
works with women and 
Tontine groups (composed 
of men and women) via its 
sister organisation, 
Assilassime, to distribute 
and sell LPG kits.    

Will the LPG kits cause 
safety risks to users, could 
they for example explode? 

Equipment could be 
mishandled. There is a need 
to train and raise 

awareness about  them. 

The LPG kits could 
potentially be used for 
other purposes (e.g. for 

vehicles).  

Yes MIVO Energie already has 
a procedure to ensure that 
the kits and refill bottles it 
sells via its reselling 
network are safe and are 

handled safely. 

The project could encourage 
young men to participate in 
catering activities and this 
could be an additional 

positive economic impact 

Yes MIVO Energie will prioritise 
womenand hopes that this 
will contribute to convincing 
young men to participate in 

street catering activities. 

Some areas would be 
inaccessible; In the rainy 
season, it may be difficult to 

reach them. 

Why aren’t you targeting 
rural areas where people 

are most vulnerable? 

No The project will only target 
urban and peri-urban 
areas that are generally 
accessible even in the rainy 

season. 

The PD does not have the 
capacity to work in rural 

areas. 

If all people are equal 
before the law, the 
environment will be 
improved for some with this 

project but not for others 

No Reaching everyone in the 
country is unfortunately not 
within the capacity of 
MIVO energie and the 

scope of the project. 

Nomadic people living in 
the northern part of the 
country will not benefit from 

the project 

No The project will not target 

Nomadic groups 

 

iv. Revisit sustainability assessment 
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Are you going to revisit the SDG and safeguards assessment? 

 

Please note that this is necessary when there are differences 
between your own assessment and feedback collected during 

stakeholder consultation. 

 

Yes No 

  

 

 

Two safeguards principles risks were identified by stakeholders in addition to the ones already 
identified by the PD. First, stakeholders indicated I different ways that the project could create 
conflicts between beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries and suggested that the PD put 
sensitization/education campaigns in place to ensure that men, the elderly, children as well as 
women community groups who may have their source of income affected by the project activity, be 
able to not only understand its benefits but also be among its beneficiaries. As a result, MIVO 
Energie will sensitize current charcoal resellers who may be affected by the project activity and 
help them change their main earning activity to the reselling of LPG kits if they choose to do so. 
MIVO Energie will also develop education measures to ensure that men, elderly individuals and 
children who belong to beneficiary households understand how the LPG kits work and also 
understand their benefits. The second risk identified by some stakeholders is the fear that the project 
might lead to a loss of some traditional cooking practices undertaken by women. As this risk mainly 
concerns rural areas, and would only be significant if the project affected an important fraction of 
Togo’s population, the PD has chosen to not take it into account in the project design. The PD will 
however seek to educate women beneficiaries on the fact that the project only aims to free up more 
time for them and that as such they are free to continue practice and perpetuate these traditions if 

they choose to do so. 

With regards to the project’s sustainable development contributions, stakeholders found them to be 
valid. No further actions except for more precise estimates for ER and biomass consumption 
reduction and ensuring that active women within each household are the actual end beneficiaries 
and that they understand the benefits of the project’s activities via education/sensitization 
campaigns, were requested. While the former will be provided in the project’s PDD ( which will be 
open to the public for comments during the stakeholder feedback round), the latter will be 
addressed by the fact that MIVO Energie will prioritize women. MIVO Energie will also ensure that 
secondary end-users such as house maids are made aware of the safety procedures surrounding 

the use of the LPG kits.  

PD also agreed to put a dedicated whatsapp number and an email address in place, which will be 
accessible in all of MIVO energie’s branches, for stakeholders to use to report their grievances and 

comments.  

PD is also considering using satisfaction surveys during the monitoring phase and is thinking about 
the feasibility of putting a loyalty card program in place to ensure that beneficiaries’ usage 

practices are monitored on an ongoing, everyday basis. 

 

v. Summary of alterations based on comments 
 

The project will not be altered. However, as noted in iv above, the PD will take into account some 
comments and suggestions made during the consultation workshop by stakeholders. Overall 
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comments received from stakeholders were constructive and helpful, re-affirming the approach 
adopted by the project whilst emphasising areas where care must be taken to ensure sustainability. 
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SECTION D.   SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT 

 

D. 1. Own sustainable development assessment 

i. Safeguard assessment 

 

Safeguar

ding 

principles 

Assessment 

questions 

Assessment 

of relevance 

to the project 

(Yes/potential

ly/no) 

Justification Mitigat

ion 

measur

e (if 

require

d) 

1. Human 

rights 

Does the 

project 

respect 

international

ly 

proclaimed 

human rights 

and is it 

complicit in 

violence or 

human rights 

abuses of 

any kind as 

defined in 

the 

Universal 

Declaration 

of Human 

Rights? 

 

b. Does the 

project 

discriminate 

with 

regards to 

participatio

n and 

inclusion? 

No The project respects human rights and is not complicit in 

violence or human rights violations of any kind as defined in 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It does not 

discriminate in terms of participation and inclusion. 

 

The project is taking place in Togo. Articles 15 to 18 of 

Togo's constitution stipulate that no one may be arbitrarily 

detained and that those in prison shall be treated 

humanely.  Article 21 condemns torture, articles 25 and 26 

declare freedom of expression and of the press, and 

articles 36 and 37 protect working conditions and fair 

treatment of children. In addition, the Togolese constitution 

and laws also prohibit discrimination "on the basis of race, 

sex, religion, disability, language or social status". 

 

2. 

Gender 

Equality 

and 

Women’s 

Rights 

Does the 

project 

directly or 

indirectly 

reinforce 

gender-

based 

discriminatio

n? and does 

it lead 

to/contribut

Potentially  The project does not reduce or endanger women's access to 

or control over resources, rights and benefits. Thus, the 

working conditions of women within the already existing 

activity of the project leader in Togo, Mivo Energie, are 

regulated in accordance with the Togo interprofessional 

collective agreement. In this framework, the condition of 

pregnant women is taken into account with regard to 

working conditions. Pregnancy in itself cannot be a reason 

for dismissal. In the event of a change of job requested by 

the certified doctor because of the pregnancy, the person 

See 

justifica

tion 
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e to 

adverse 

impacts on 

gender 

equality 

and/or the 

situation of 

women?.  

 

Does the 

project 

apply the 

principles of 

nondiscrimin

ation, equal 

treatment, 

and equal 

pay for 

equal work, 

specifically? 

 

Does the 

Project 

refer to the 

country’s 

national 

gender 

strategy or 

equivalent 

national 

commitment 

to aid in 

assessing 

gender 

risks? 

concerned shall retain, in her new post, the guarantee of 

the salary she was receiving before her transfer. 

 

In addition, the employment contracts used by Mivo Energie 

indicate the identity of the parties, the place of work, the 

title, class, grade, the nature (or category of work) for 

which the employee is employed or a brief description 

thereof, the starting date of the contract, the duration of 

the paid leave to which the employee is entitled or, failing 

this, the procedures for granting and determining such 

leave, the length of the notice period, information 

concerning the salary and the frequency of its payment and 

the working hours: daily or weekly and the collective 

agreements governing working conditions. The salaries of 

Mivo Energie employees are approximately 60% higher 

than the guaranteed minimum interprofessional wage in 

Togo in 2019. They are affiliated to the National Social 

Security Fund. 

 

In addition, the project has many advantages for women. 

Indeed, within the framework of its already existing main 

activity in Togo (Mivo Energie), the project leader has 

implemented a charter of principles defining the mission, 

values and principles underlying the way it carries out its 

activities. This approach is reflected in particular by the 

respect of the principle of equity. This is expressed by the 

principles of non-discrimination and justice and by fair 

treatment of the parties involved in its activities - 

employees, network of resellers and key accounts, end-

users, suppliers and partners. This excludes any form of 

discrimination based on ethnic, religious, political or sexual 

criteria. Through their actions, these stakeholders contribute 

in particular to the empowerment of women in civil society 

and the economy. Indeed, Mivo is committed to reaching 

women who wish to start or diversify their income-

generating activity (IGA) as a priority. By doing so, Mivo 

Energie wishes to contribute to increasing and securing their 

income. 

 

The project operates on the same basis as Mivo Energie. By 

focusing on women (the main final beneficiaries of the gas 

cookers), the project will enable them to reduce the time 

they spend cooking and therefore their workload. This will 

free up time available for other activities, particularly 

commercial and social activities, and thus contribute to their 

economic and social emancipation. In addition, the project 

will reduce the exposure of the households targeted by 

Mivo Energie to harmful fumes and reduce the share of the 

family budget devoted to energy. This will have the first 

effect of reducing the exposure of girls and women (the 

main groups present in the kitchen during the preparation 

of meals) to the risks and dangers linked to unsafe cooking 

equipment. The project will also reduce their exposure to 
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harmful fumes, thus improving their general health. 

Secondly, it will promote the education of young girls by 

reducing the time they spend on cooking and freeing up a 

budget for their education. 

 

For the reasons described above, the project does not 

reduce or endanger women's access to or control over 

resources, rights and benefits. The project will provide local 

employment opportunities in vulnerable areas where they 

reside.  

 

In addition, to ensure that the project does not have a 

negative impact on women, consultations will in all cases be 

held on a regular basis to gather feedback from 

beneficiaries (both men and women) on the project. 

 

The project takes into account the capacity of women or 

men to participate in the decisions/design of the project 

activity.  

The project does not limit women's ability to use, develop 

and protect natural resources. On the contrary, the project 

enables women to better preserve forests and wood, since 

the use of gas cookers instead of wood and charcoal will 

reduce the number of trees used for this consumption. 

 

Furthermore, the project recognizes the property rights of 

women, regardless of their marital status. 

 

Thus, for the reasons mentioned above, the project will 

contribute to the national efforts and policies put in place 

by Togo to promote gender equality and the protection 

and empowerment of women. In 2007, Togo adopted a 

law prohibiting sexual assault, early and forced marriage, 

exploitation, female genital mutilation and sexual 

harassment (https://borgenproject.org/5-facts-about-

womens-rights-in-togo/). In its 2009 Poverty Reduction 

Strategy Paper, the Togolese government decided to 

promote gender equality and equity. Among the policies 

adopted are measures to facilitate women's access to 

decent employment and decision-making positions 

(https://mpra.ub.uni-

muenchen.de/79705/1/MPRA_paper_79705.pdf).  

In 2010, as part of the publication of its National Gender 

Equity and Equality Action Plan, Togo defined a series of 

strategies and guidelines aimed in particular at establishing 

a socio-cultural, legal and economic institutional 

environment conducive to the achievement of gender equity 

and equality in Togo and involving all stakeholders in the 

process of reducing gender inequalities. These guidelines 

are as follows:  

- Valorization of the position and potential of women in the 

family and the community. 

https://borgenproject.org/5-facts-about-womens-rights-in-togo/
https://borgenproject.org/5-facts-about-womens-rights-in-togo/
https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/79705/1/MPRA_paper_79705.pdf
https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/79705/1/MPRA_paper_79705.pdf
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- Increasing women's productive capacity and their income 

level. 

- Improvement of the equitable access of women and men 

to social services. 

- Promotion of the equitable participation of men and 

women in the management of power, respect for the law 

and the elimination of violence. 

- Strengthening the intervention capacity of the institutional 

mechanisms for implementing the PNEEG 

(http://extwprlegs1.fao.org/docs/pdf/tog158630.pdf).   

In addition, in 2012, Togo updated its legislation to enable 

both spouses to choose the family home jointly and to 

legally oppose the work of the other if they consider that 

this is not in the best interest of the family. Prior to this 

reform, husbands unilaterally chose the family home and 

could even prevent their wives from working 

(https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/learning-each-other-

togo-and-cote-d-ivoire-lead-way-gender-equality-africa). 

Togo also launched its African Gender and Development 

Index (AGDI) report on 19 December 2013. The tool was 

designed to measure a range of issues such as time use, 

unpaid care work and ownership of rural/urban plots, 

houses or land that are not so far included or taken into 

account in international indices 

(https://www.uneca.org/stories/togo-adopts-tool-enhance-

gender-equality). Finally, in 2014, through another 

legislative reform, the position of head of household lost its 

official status, putting spouses on an equal footing 

(https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/learning-each-other-

togo-and-cote-d-ivoire-lead-way-gender-equality-africa). 

 

3. 

Communit

y Health, 

Safety 

and 

Working 

Conditions 

Does the 

project 

avoid 

community 

exposure to 

increased 

health risks? 

and Does it 

adversely 

affect the 

health of 

the workers 

and the 

community? 

Potentially Mivo Energie uses a checklist to ensure the safety of 

dealers and end-users of the gas cylinders it distributes. 

This checklist will also be used in the project. The checklist 

aims in particular to verify that the distribution chains are 

safe and do not pose health and safety risks to the 

surrounding communities. In addition, Mivo will also offer a 

free health check to dealers (from February 2020 - to be 

confirmed). 

In addition, the kits distributed under the project will 

contribute to the improvement of the living and health 

conditions of the beneficiaries and will therefore not create 

any deterioration of these conditions. 

See 

justifica

tion 

4. 

Cultural 

Heritage, 

Indigenou

s Peoples, 

Displacem

ent and 

a. Does the 

Project 

Area 

include sites, 

structures, 

or objects 

with 

historical, 

No The project does not involve and is not complicit in the 

modification, damage or removal of essential cultural 

heritage. On the contrary, the project will encourage the 

maintenance of cultural/religious shrines in forests that are 

threatened by deforestation. 

 

 

http://extwprlegs1.fao.org/docs/pdf/tog158630.pdf
https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/learning-each-other-togo-and-cote-d-ivoire-lead-way-gender-equality-africa
https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/learning-each-other-togo-and-cote-d-ivoire-lead-way-gender-equality-africa
https://www.uneca.org/stories/togo-adopts-tool-enhance-gender-equality
https://www.uneca.org/stories/togo-adopts-tool-enhance-gender-equality
https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/learning-each-other-togo-and-cote-d-ivoire-lead-way-gender-equality-africa
https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/learning-each-other-togo-and-cote-d-ivoire-lead-way-gender-equality-africa
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Resettlem

ent 

cultural, 

artistic, 

traditional 

or religious 

values or 

intangible 

forms of 

culture (e.g., 

knowledge, 

innovations, 

or 

practices)? 

The project does not involve any type of relocation and 

only has a positive economic impact on the people involved 

in the project. 

 

The project does not require any changes to land tenure or 

other rights. 

 

The project does not imply any change in existing land 

tenure.  

 

There are no indigenous peoples present in the project's 

area of influence. 

5. 

Corruptio

n 

Does the 

project 

engage in, 

contribute to 

or reinforce 

corruption 

of any kind? 

No The project does not involve corrupt practices and is not 

affected by it, given the activity on which it focuses. In all 

cases, Mivo uses an anti-bribery verification system in its 

operations and in its relations with its suppliers, such as 

Total. 

 

In addition, Togo has signed and ratified the United 

Nations Convention against Corruption adopted on 31 

October 2003 in New York. Ratification took place 

pursuant to Law No. 2005/007 of 18 May 2005. Thus, in 

terms of the fight against corruption, the Togolese 

constitution is in line with the principles enshrined in the 

United Nations Convention and the African Union 

Convention, particularly in Article 46 of Title II: "Public 

property is inviolable. Any person or public official must 

scrupulously respect and protect them. Any act of sabotage, 

vandalism, misappropriation of public property, corruption 

or squandering shall be punishable under the conditions 

laid down by law. 

 

Ordinance No. 94_035/PR of 4 August 1993 also 

instituted a public procurement code and Decree No. 94-

039 of 10 June 1994 on conditions derogating from 

competition restrictively authorises the use of the private 

contract formula. These texts set up appropriate public 

procurement systems based on the principles of 

transparency and equity as prescribed by the United 

Nations Convention (Article 9) and the African Union 

Convention (Article 7) 

(https://www.aprmtoolkit.saiia.org.za/fr/component/docm

an/doc_download/353-atkt-ti-implementation-

international-anti-corruption-conventions-togo-2006-fr). 

 

In addition, the Togolese government has taken numerous 

measures over the last six years to strengthen the legal and 

institutional framework for combating corruption. Among 

these actions taken by Togo, there is a law criminalizing the 

offence of corruption but above all the creation of the High 

Authority for the Prevention and Fight against Corruption 

and Related Offences (through the adoption of Law 

n°2015-006 of 28 July 2015) 
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(https://www.ancetogo.org/blog/ance-plaide-pour-

ladoption-de-la-loi-anti-corruption/) 

6. 

Economic 

Impacts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 

Labour 

Rights 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Do you 

think the 

project 

could have 

negative 

economic 

consequenc

es? 

 

Does the 

Project 

involve 

forced 

labour? Is 

all 

employment 

is in 

compliance 

with 

national 

labour and 

occupationa

l health and 

safety laws, 

with 

obligations 

under 

international 

law, and 

consistency 

with the 

principles 

and 

standards 

embodied 

in the 

International 

Labour 

Organizatio

n 

 

 

Does the 

project 

involve child 

labour of 

any kind? 

 

 

 

 

Potentially 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See 6.2 below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The project does not involve any forced labour. All 

employees are hired on a voluntary basis and are free to 

leave their positions without penalty. 

The project respects freedom of association and collective 

bargaining and does not restrict freedoms and rights in any 

way. MIVO Energie already uses an ethical charter 

stipulating the social objectives and rights that it seeks to 

implement through its activities and in the way it manages 

its staff. 

 

Thus, all staff members also have a contract including : 

- A worksheet describing the functions 

- Employment contracts are signed by the labour 

inspectorate. 

- Mivo Energie's internal regulations signed by the labour 

inspectorate 

- National Social Security Fund: registration of all 

employees and trainees  

- Worker's compensation insurance provided 

- After 6 months of contract: registration with a health 

insurance that covers them and 2 of the children. From 

2020, this clause will cover spouses + all children. 

- The salary scale specific to Mivo is slightly higher than 

that of the collective agreement (private sector). 

- Salary also includes a variable profit-sharing bonus; cash 

bonuses; share bonuses; hardship bonuses (for delivery and 

logistics personnel); mileage allowances for travel to and 

from work; and exceptional bonuses. 

- Employees also have access to an employee career plan 

that follows a standardised promotion policy 

- They are entitled to 2.5 days leave per month, which 

corresponds to the legal quota. 

- But also has exceptional leave for social events (according 

to the labour code in Togo). 

- Overtime is paid according to the labour code. 

- Employees have access to liability insurance  

- There are 2 staff representatives (mandatory for 11 or 

more employees). 

- Mivo has also set up a partnership with banks to facilitate 

access to credit for employees. 

See 

justifica

tion 

https://www.ancetogo.org/blog/ance-plaide-pour-ladoption-de-la-loi-anti-corruption/
https://www.ancetogo.org/blog/ance-plaide-pour-ladoption-de-la-loi-anti-corruption/
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6.2 

Negative 

Economic 

Conseque

nces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Does the 

project 

cause 

negative 

economic 

consequenc

es during 

and after 

project 

implementat

ion, e.g., for 

vulnerable 

and 

marginalise

d social 

groups in 

targeted 

communities

? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Potentially 

 

- Finally, at the end of each year, a diagnosis of the 

training needs of the teams is carried out. This enables the 

implementation of a training plan for the following year (in 

the form of group or individual training). 

 

The project does not employ child labour. All employees 

have reached the age of majority, as required by law. In 

addition to this principle, Mivo follows and applies articles 

150 to 155 of the Togolese labor code, which state that, 

"no one may be employed in any enterprise, nor perform 

any type of work, even for their own account, before the 

age of fifteen (15) years," and "Children over fifteen (15) 

years of age may perform light work. ». In addition, "the 

worst forms of child labour are prohibited:  

- All forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as 

the sale and trafficking of children, debt bondage and 

serfdom, and forced or compulsory labour, including forced 

or compulsory recruitment of children for use in armed 

conflict; 

- The use, procuring or offering of a child for prostitution, 

for the production of pornography or for pornographic 

performances; 

- The use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, 

including the production and trafficking of drugs, as 

defined in the relevant international conventions; 

- Work which, by its nature or the conditions in which it is 

carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety or morals of 

the child. »  

Finally, Togo is a signatory to the African Charter on the 

Rights and Welfare of the Child. 

 

The project improves the local economy by enabling the 

hiring of local staff (for the manufacture of parts, 

distribution of equipment and refills to end-users). In 

addition, the distribution of stoves targets poor areas with 

low-income communities, giving them the opportunity to 

acquire affordable stoves. The project will thus promote 

sustainable economic growth and stability and will be 

adapted to the economic situation in which it operates.  

 

In addition,  

- Potential economic impacts on the local economy are 

taken into account: on charcoal resellers - Mivo Energie 

plans to help charcoal resellers to convert to another 

activity (potentially implemented in 2020) 

- To avoid wild and illegal refilling of LPG bottles: Mivo 

could set up awareness actions; advocate with suppliers to 

repaint as many bottles as possible. 

- Finally, for waste management: all bottles are returned to 

the suppliers who maintain them. 
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7. Climate 

and 

Energy 

a. Will the 

Project 

increase 

greenhouse 

gas 

emissions 

over the 

Baseline 

Scenario?  

No The project will reduce GHG emissions relative to the 

baseline scenario. The total savings initially projected in 

were between 500,000 and 600 000 over a period of 5 

years. This amount will be adjusted for different emissions 

over the years. 

 

The project uses less wood fuel energy resources. The 

objective of the project is to make LPG cookstoves 

affordable and accessible to low-income urban and peri-

urban households in the cities of Kara, Atakpamé, Sokodé, 

Lomé and Dapaong. Thus, this project aims to manufacture 

and distribute LPG cookers, which can reduce consumption 

of firewood and charcoal compared to cookers using these 

fuels to cook the same amount of food. As a result, the 

amount of wood taken from natural resources is reduced by 

approx. 1 MT compared to the baseline scenario.   

 

9. 

Environme

nt, 

ecology 

and land 

use 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.5.  

Hazardou

s and 

Nonhazar

dous 

Waste 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Could the 

project 

potentially 

result in the 

release of 

pollutants to 

the 

environment

? 

 

 

 

 

b. Will the 

Project 

involve the 

manufacture

, trade, 

release, 

and/ or use 

of 

hazardous 

and 

nonhazardo

us chemicals 

and/or 

materials? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. and b.: 

Potentially 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. And b.: 

The project involves the disposal of non-hazardous 

materials (used stoves, used cylinders). 

 

As for stove distribution, no particular safety problems or 

exposure to hazardous materials are envisaged. In stove 

production, the project subcontracts stove manufacturing 

services to companies that meet strict safety requirements 

as required by law. 

 

Currently, broken stoves are transported back to MIVO 

Energie storage areas for disposal to ensure the proper 

end of life of the stoves. 

 

In the following years, Mivo will develop agreements with 

local companies to facilitate the reuse/recycling of certain 

materials and equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See 

justifica

tion 
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9.11. 

Endanger

ed 

Species 

 

 

c. Are there 

any 

endangered 

species 

identified 

as 

potentially 

being 

present 

within the 

Project 

boundary 

(including 

those that 

may route 

through the 

area)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

c. The project does not harm the environment or 

endangered species. Togo has ratified all major 

conventions and protocols relating to environmental 

protection. The project depends mainly on the United 

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the 

Kyoto Protocol, which Togo has ratified. The Togolese 

government's framework law on the environment 

guarantees all citizens an ecologically sound and balanced 

living environment. Other laws are enacted to protect the 

environment, such as the Forestry Code, the Mining Code 

and other sectoral legislation, etc. 

 

ii. Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) outcome 
>> (Specify the relevant SDG target for each of three SDGs addressed by the project. Refer 

most recent version of targets here .) 

 

SDG Target Indicators Explain 

SDG 5- 

Achieve 

gender 

equality and 

empower all 

women and 

girls 

a. Ensure women’s full and 

effective participation and 

equal opportunities for 

leadership at all levels of 

decisionmaking in political, 

economic and public life 

b. Undertake reforms to give 

women equal rights to 

economic resources, as well 

as access to ownership and 

control over land and other 

forms of property, financial 

services, inheritance and 

natural resources, in 

accordance with national 

laws 

Increase the 

amount of 

free time 

available to 

women and 

girls.  

By focusing on women (the main final 

beneficiaries of the gas cookers), the project will 

enable them to reduce the time they spend 

cooking and therefore their workload. This will 

free up time available for other activities, 

particularly commercial and social activities, and 

thus contribute to their economic and social 

emancipation. In addition, the project will reduce 

the exposure of the households targeted by Mivo 

Energie to harmful fumes and reduce the share 

of the family budget devoted to energy. This will 

have the first effect of reducing the exposure of 

girls and women (the main groups present in the 

kitchen during the preparation of meals) to the 

risks and dangers linked to unsafe cooking 

equipment. The project will also reduce their 

exposure to harmful fumes, thus improving their 

general health.  

 

Secondly, it will promote the education of young 

girls by reducing the time they spend on cooking 

and freeing up a budget for their education. 

 

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
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SDG 13 - 

Take urgent 

action to 

combat 

climate 

change and its 

impacts 

Integrate climate change 

measures into national 

policies, strategies and 

planning 

Total project 

emissions 

reductions 

The projects will meet SDG 13 by realising a 

real reduction in CO2e emissions. 

SDG 15 - 

Sustainably 

manage 

forests, 

combat 

desertification, 

halt and 

reverse land 

degradation, 

halt 

biodiversity 

loss 

Take urgent and significant 

action to reduce the 

degradation of natural 

habitats, halt the loss of 

biodiversity and, by 2020, 

protect and prevent the 

extinction of threatened 

species 

Total project 

contribution 

to reductions 

in wood fuel 

consumption 

leading to 

reduction in 

deforestation 

rates. 

The projects will meet SDG 15 by realising a 

real reduction in deforestation. 

 

D. 2. Stakeholders’ Blind sustainable development assessment 

i. Safeguard assessment 
 

Following GS guidelines, the safeguarding assessment in the LSC meeting was condensed into a 
series of thematic discussions to receive the feedback of stakeholders on key safeguarding issues 
relevant to the project in question. The safeguarding areas covered, questions asked of 
stakeholders and mitigation measures recommended are summarized here. 
 
Safeguarding 

principles 

Assessment 

questions (as 

asked to 

stakeholders) 

Assessment of 

relevance to the 

project 

(Yes/potentially/no) 

Justification Mitigation 

measure (if 

required) 

1. Human 

rights 

a. Do you 

think that the 

project could 

give rise to 

violence or 

human rights 

violations? 

 

b. Do you 

think that the 

project could 

create 

discrimination 

or further 

marginalize 

groups within 

the 

beneficiary 

Yes The project involves provision of 

access to cleaner air, free of 

toxic smoke from the burning of 

charcoal. Some stakeholders 

believed that this may create 

jealousy and conflicts between 

beneficiaries and non-

beneficiaries and between 

groups who may loose access to 

a source of income (e.g. charcoal 

resellers) and those who may 

gain a new source of income 

(LPG kits resellers). 

 

Some stakeholders also believed 

that the LPG kits created safety 

risks (They feared they could 

explode) and that these could 

MIVO Energie will 

sensitize current 

charcoal resellers 

who may be 

affected by the 

project activity 

and help them 

change their main 

earning activity to 

the reselling of 

LPG kits if they 

choose to do so. 

MIVO Energie will 

also develop 

education 

measures to 

ensure that men, 

elderly individuals 

and children who 
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communities? 

 

c. Can you 

think of any 

positive or 

negative 

effects the 

project might 

have on these 

groups? 

pose a threat to their human 

rights. 

 

 

belong to 

beneficiary 

households 

understand how 

the LPG kits work 

and also 

understand their 

benefits 

 

The PD will also 

ensure that men, 

the elderly, 

children and house 

maids will either 

benefit equally 

from the new LPG 

kits or that they 

are able to 

understand its 

benefits. 

 

Safety trainings 

and measures, 

which are already 

part of MIVO 

Energy’s processes 

will be used and 

explained to LPG  

kits end users   

2. Gender 

Equality and 

Women’s 

Rights 

a. Do you 

think there is a 

risk that the 

project 

directly or 

indirectly 

reinforces 

inequalities 

and/or 

discrimination 

between 

women and 

men? 

 

b. Do you 

think that 

there is a risk 

that the 

project will 

have negative 

impacts on the 

situation of 

women and 

girls?  

Yes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Men may not encourage and 

support women in using the LPG 

kits which may create more 

inequality between them. 

 

Not everyone is sensitized to 

matters of gender equality 

MIVO Energie will 

implement 

sensitisation 

campaigns using 

its network of 

facilitators. The PD 

will work on 

raising awareness 

among men so 

they support their 

wives in using the 

kits. They will also 

communicate on 

the positive 

impacts that it can 

bring to a 

household as a 

whole. 
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For example: 

->violence 

against 

women and 

girls 

->restricting 

their rights or 

ability to 

access 

economic or 

natural 

resources 

 

c. Do you 

have any 

suggestions 

that would 

allow the plan 

to ensure that 

access and/or 

equal 

participation 

(men/women) 

to 

opportunities 

for training 

and 

employment 

and other 

benefits that 

will be 

created by 

the project? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

3. Community 

Health, Safety 

and Working 

Conditions 

a. Do you 

think the 

project avoids 

exposing the 

community to 

increased 

health risks? 

 

b. Do you 

think the 

project will 

affect the 

health and 

safety of local 

workers and 

the 

community? 

No 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

Safety risks linked to the mis-

utilisation of the LPG kits 

Pictures will be 

created to inform 

end users of 

correct practices 

and risks in 

addition to 

existing 

procedures. 

4. Cultural 

Heritage, 

Indigenous 

a. Do you 

think that the 

project 

Yes Stakeholders feared the loss of 

some cultural practices linked to 

As this risk mainly 

concerns rural 

areas, and would 
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Peoples, 

Displacement 

and 

Resettlement 

beneficiary 

areas include 

sites 

containing 

structures or 

objects that 

have 

historical, 

cultural, 

artistic, 

traditional or 

religious 

values or that 

represent 

intangible 

forms of 

culture (e.g. 

knowledge, 

innovations or 

practices)? 

cooking based on the use of 

charcoal 

only be significant 

if the project 

affected an 

important fraction 

of Togo’s 

population, the PD 

has chosen to not 

take it into 

account in the 

project design. 

The PD will 

however seek to 

educate women 

beneficiaries on 

the fact that the 

project only aims 

to free up more 

time for them and 

that as such they 

are free to 

continue practice 

and perpetuate 

these traditions if 

they choose to do 

so. 

 

5. Corruption a. In your 

opinion, are 

there aspects 

of the project 

that could 

lead to 

corrupt 

practices in 

one form or 

another? And 

if so, how 

could this be 

avoided? 

Yes Some resellers might be tempted 

to cheat unless a proper 

mechanisms is put in place to 

ensure monitoring. 

A tracking number 

for each LPG kit 

will be used (a 

unique sales 

certificate with 

beneficiaries' 

signatures  and a 

unique number on 

the carriers). This 

will prevent 

resellers from 

falsifying their 

sales. 

6. Economic 

Impacts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Labour 

Rights 

 

 

 

a. Do you 

think the 

project could 

have negative 

economic 

consequences? 

 

a. Do you 

think that the 

project could 

be complicit in 

violations of 

workers' rights 

(i.e. forced 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

As noted in 1. above, some 

stakeholders noted that the 

project may lead to groups of 

women who are currently selling 

charcoal to loose their source of 

income.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See mitigation 

measure in 

1.Human rights 

above 
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6.2 Negative 

Economic 

Consequences 

labour, labour 

contracts 

contrary to 

national and 

international 

law, 

prohibition of 

participation 

in trade union 

organisations, 

child labour)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Do you 

think the 

project poses 

potential risks 

to the local 

economy and 

if so, are 

these well 

considered in 

the design of 

the project? 

 

b.Do you think 

that the 

project pays 

special 

attention to 

vulnerable 

and 

marginalized 

social groups 

in the target 

communities 

and that the 

benefits are 

socially 

inclusive and 

sustainable? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes (see 6.1 above) 

 

 

7. Climate 

and Energy 

a. Do you 

think the 

project 

promotes 

climate 

security and 

sustainable 

development 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stakeholders requested that more 

precise estimates be provided  

Our estimates are 

made on the basis 

of 70,000 kits 

distributed by the 

beginning of 

2025, we 

calculated the 

emissions that 
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(in terms of 

adaptation 

and 

mitigation)? 

b. Do you 

think that the 

project will 

not lead to an 

increase in the 

amount of 

greenhouse 

gas emissions, 

compared to 

the baseline 

scenario 

(without the 

distribution of 

gas stoves)? 

c. Do you think 

the project 

will affect the 

availability 

and access to 

energy for 

other users? 

 

 

 

 

No 

these kits 

represent in 

relation to our 

baseline survey 

where we 

interviewed 219 

people (in Lomé, 

Kara, Dapaong, 

Sokodé and 

Atakpamé) on 

their 

charcoal/firewood 

consumption. We 

then use emission 

factors to 

calculate CO2 

emission reductions 

and the equivalent 

in terms of trees 

saved over 5 

years. However 

these are based 

on estimates of 

stoves 

performances, 

usage rates and 

distribution rates 

which are subject 

to change and re-

evaluation during 

the monitoring 

period. All 

numbers will be 

open to the public 

for consultation 

9. 

Environment, 

ecology and 

land use 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.5.  

Hazardous 

and 

Nonhazardous 

a. Do you 

think the 

project will 

lead to a 

degradation 

of the natural 

functions and 

services 

provided by 

the 

environment? 

 

b. Do you 

think that the 

project will 

avoid or, 

where it 

cannot be 

No 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes (see safety risks 

in 1. Human rights) 

 

 

 

 

 

a. And b..: 

The project involves the disposal 

of non-hazardous materials (used 

stoves, used cylinders).  

 

On the kit distribution side, no 

particular safety or exposure to 

hazardous materials is envisaged. 

In the production of the stove, the 

project subcontracts pot holder 

manufacturing services to 

companies that meet strict safety 

requirements as required by law. 

 

Currently, broken weapon 

holders are picked up by 

See justification. 
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Waste 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.11. 

Endangered 

Species 

avoided, 

minimize and 

control 

production 

hazards and 

risks, 

transportation, 

handling, 

storage and 

use in the gas 

fireplace 

project? or 

exposure to 

hazardous 

materials? 

 

 

c. Do you think 

the project 

will harm 

endangered 

species? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

 

informal collection agents who 

collect them to resell the metal. 

 

In the coming years, Mivo will 

develop agreements with local 

companies to facilitate the 

reuse/recycling of certain 

materials and equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. The project does not harm the 

environment or endangered 

species. Togo has ratified all the 

main conventions and protocols 

relating to environmental 

protection. The project depends 

mainly on the United Nations 

Framework Convention on 

Climate Change and the Kyoto 

Protocol, which Togo has ratified. 

The Togolese government's 

framework law on the 

environment guarantees all 

citizens an ecologically sound and 

balanced living environment. 

Other laws are enacted to 

protect the environment, such as 

the Forestry Code, the Mining 

Code and other sectoral 

legislation, etc. 

 

 

ii. Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) outcome 
 

SDG 13 was excluded from this analysis. 
 
SDG 5 – Gender Equality - Ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities 
for leadership at all levels of decisionmaking in political, economic and public life. Undertake reforms 
to give women equal rights to economic resources, as well as access to ownership and control over 
land and other forms of property, financial services, inheritance and natural resources, in accordance 
with national laws 
 
Stakeholders were asked about the expected impact of the project on gender equality in 
particular relation to household tasks. They all agreed that the project would create opportunities 
for empowerment for women. However, the following impacts were identified:  
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 Women will have to spend less time cooking so will have more time to spend on other 
income earning activities and/or education, leading to their economic empowerment, but 
only if men are sensitised and accept to encourage the continuous use of the LPG kits 
within their households. 

 Women groups who are already selling charcoal and wood may be negatively impacted 
by the new economic activities created by the reselling of LPG kits. The PD will prioritise 
these groups in creating new employment opportunities.  

 
SDG 15- Sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, halt and reverse land 
degradation, halt biodiversity loss - Take urgent and significant action to reduce the degradation 
of natural habitats, halt the loss of biodiversity and, by 2020, protect and prevent the extinction of 
threatened species. 
 
Stakeholders agreed that the project would make important contributions to reducing 
deforestation rates. However, they requested that they be able to access to final estimates once 
they are made public. 
 
Overall, the Stakeholders’ blind sustainable development assessment reaffirmed that the selected 
SDGs and targets are very relevant to the project. Very positive results are expected to be 
reported under those targets. 
 
In relation to safeguarding, the following points will be emphasised through the project:  

 Human rights / Negative Economic Impacts / Gender Equality/ Community health and 
safety – Women will be prioritised (especially those already earning their income from 
the selling of charcoal), vulnerable groups will be carefully identified while the elderly, 
children and men will be sensitised to the use of the kits and to the benefits it brings.  

 Corruption – as planned, specific measures will be put in place to ensure that no abuses 
are committed. 

 Protection of cultural traditions – The project does not seek to impact on traditional 
cooking practices and will seek to encourage their perpetuation while also aiming to 
further empower women and girls 

The points mentioned above will all be emphasised to staff as they begin to implement the 
project. 
 
 

SECTION E.  SUSTAINABILITY MONITORING PLAN 

 

E. 1. Discussion on Sustainability Monitoring Plan 

Stakeholders mentioned the following ideas to enhance monitoring of the project’s sustainability:  

 Create a participatory mechanism to monitor the project locally. This would involve comittees 
composed of project beneficiaries, environment experts and microfinance experts; 

 In order to make sure that beneficiaries do use their LPG kits, make unannounced visits, get 
beneficiaries to keep purchase receipts and put MIVO resellers in the immediate 
neighbourhoods of beneficiaries. Study consumption habits and set up bonus/discount 
procedures to capitalize on beneficiaries practices. E-payment can be set up: every time 
the beneficiary buys gas, you can pay sparingly and this allows you to leave a trace. Set 
up a register with the resellers that allows you to have information on the beneficiaries; 

 Organise quarterly meetings with local partners and implement consumer surveys with 
customer files and contacts. Create groups on social networks; set up suggestion boxes at 
MIVO points of sale or offices; loyalty card to be used to obtain loyalty and plan rewards; 
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 Set up a database with beneficiaries' telephone numbers: making a telephone survey where 
clients could answer by SMS or whatsapp; and 

 Meeting with Focal Points 

 Nominate one person per locality who would be the "model beneficiary" and who could 
pass on the remarks to MIVO Energie. 

 Set up a toll-free number 

 Set up a suggestion box at the resellers premises. 
 
Overall, these suggestions will increase the engagement of stakeholders from the community to 
government level. In order to incorporate these activities alongside the project’s regular monitoring 
surveys the PD is considering using satisfaction surveys during the monitoring phase and is thinking 
about the feasibility of putting a loyalty card program in place to ensure that beneficiaries’ usage 
practices are monitored on an ongoing, everyday basis. 
 

E. 2. Discussion on continuous input / grievance mechanism  

 

 Method Chosen (include all 
known details e.g. location of 
book, phone, number, identity 

of mediator) 

Justification 

Continuous Input / 
Grievance Expression 

Process Book 

A book will be held in each 
regional office of MIVO 
Energie. Community members 
will be informed that they can 
visit their local office to 
record comments in the book. 
The comments left in the books 
will be reviewed locally and 
forwarded to MIVO Head 

office in Lome regularly.  

 

This will allow community members without 
access to a telephone or the internet to send 
comments to the organisations implementing 
the project. It will also ensure that illiterate 
community members can leave comments as 
local MIVO Energie staff members will record 

comments on their behalf. 

Telephone access/ The following telephone numbers 

were shared with stakeholders: 

Barbara Adolehoume: 

+228 99 99 32 11 

Stakeholders with telephone access may find 
this the most convenient way to contact the 

project partners. 

 

Internet/email access Email addresses for the relevant 
person at MIVO Energie and 
Gold Standard were shared 
with stakeholders 

financecarbone.mivo@gmail.com 

helpdesk@goldstandard.org  

Stakeholders with internet access may find this 
the most convenient way to contact the project 
partners. 

Nominated Independent 

Mediator (optional) 
N/A  

Whatsapp number Barbara Adolehoume: 

+228 99 99 32 11 

This was a request made by stakeholders 

during the LSC 

 

 

 

mailto:financecarbone.mivo@gmail.com
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SECTION F.  DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN OF THE STAKEHOLDER 

FEEDBACK ROUND 

 

Details of this will be shared at the next round after it has been launched 
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APPENDIX 1. ORIGINAL PARTICIPANTS LIST (LOME + KARA) 
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APPENDIX 2. ORIGINAL EVALUATION FORMS (LOME + KARA) 
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APPENDIX 3. BLIND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FOCUS GROUP EXERCISES 
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APPENDIX 4. FOLLOW-UP EMAIL SENT AFTER THE LSC OF LOME 

 

REMINDER - Invitation à la consultation des parties prenantes - MIVO ENERGIE/Entrepreneurs du 

Monde 

Mon 16/12/2019 18:11 

Dear all, 

For those of you who could not be here today during the stakeholders consultation workshop organised in Lomé 
for the project “MIVO Energie – Favoriser l’accès au GPL pour la caisson au Togo”, please remember that you 
can always send us your feedback and comments if you have any. Please also note that there will be a 
stakeholder feedback round during which you will be able to access the project’s stakeholder consultation 
report and project design document and make additional comments if you have any. You will be informed of 
details regarding this round as soon as it begins.  

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Kind regards, 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Bonjour à tous, 

Pour ceux d'entre vous qui n'ont pas pu être présents aujourd'hui lors de l'atelier de consultation des parties 
prenantes organisé à Lomé pour le projet "MIVO Energie - Favoriser l'accès au GPL pour la caisson au Togo", 
sachez que vous pouvez toujours nous envoyer vos commentaires et remarques si vous en avez.  

Veuillez également noter qu'il y aura une phase de consultation des parties prenantes qui sera dématérialisée 
pendant laquelle vous pourrez accéder au rapport de consultation des intervenants et au document de 
conception du projet et faire vos commentaires si vous en avez. Vous serez informés de ses modalités dès sa 
mise en œuvre. 

Bien cordialement, 
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APPENDIX 5. INVITATION EMAIL SENT FOR THE LSC OF KARA 

 

Cher(e) Monsieur/Madame 

Entrepreneurs du Monde et son partenaire MIVO Energie vous invitent à sa consultation des parties 
prenantes organisée dans le cadre du processus d’enregistrement du projet « MIVO Energie - Favoriser 
l’accès au GPL pour la cuisson au Togo » auprès de la Fondation Gold Standard. Ce processus 
d'enregistrement permettra de valoriser les réductions d’émissions de gaz à effet de serre générées par 
le projet par l'attribution de crédits carbone sur le marché volontaire. Les revenus issus de la vente de ces 
crédits carbone permettront de financer les activités mises en œuvre par Mivo au Togo dans le cadre du 

présent projet. 

  

L'atelier de consultation aura lieu au Palais des Congrès, à Kara, le 23 Janvier à parti de 9h. L'atelier 

s'étalera sur une journée et se terminera à 17h30.  

 

Les thèmes suivants seront abordés : 

 Présentation de Mivo et Entrepreneurs du Monde et des objectifs recherchés à travers le projet 

 Aperçu des activités du projet 

 Présentation des contributions climatiques réalisées par le projet au Togo (Objectifs de 

développement durable) 

 Explication du processus de certification et de vente des crédits carbone 

 Présentation et évaluation des principes de sauvegarde  

 Objectifs de la consultation des parties prenantes  

 Identification des barrières au déploiement du projet 

 Evaluation des impacts et bénéfices 
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 Mécanisme de monitoring 

 Identification des barrières liés au genre en lien avec le projet 

 Mécanisme de collecte des plaintes et commentaires et mécanisme de prise en compte des griefs 

 Le stakeholder feedback round 

 Plan d'action de suivi  

 Accéder au procès-verbal de l'atelier 

 Remplir les formulaires pour fournir des feedbacks supplémentaires 

 Vous trouverez en pièces jointes les documents suivants concernant cet atelier et le projet lui-même: 

1. Une lettre d’invitation,  

2. Un résumé non-technique du projet, et  

3. Une note logistique (frais de déplacement, per diem, etc.) détaillant les informations relatives aux 

modalités d'accès et de participation à l'atelier 

Je vous prie de bien vouloir accuser réception de cet email dans les plus brefs délais et de bien vouloir 

confirmer votre participation par mail avant le 20 janvier, 12H au plus tard. 

 

Dans l'attente de votre réponse, n'hésitez pas à me contacter pour toutes demandes complémentaires, 

Cordialement, 

 

 

Please find below the English translation. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Dear Madam/Sir,  

 

Entrepreneurs du Monde and its partner MIVO Energie invite you to its stakeholder consultation 
organised as part of the registration process of the project "MIVO Energie - Favouring access to LPG for 
cooking in Togo" with the Gold Standard Foundation. This registration process will allow the greenhouse 
gas emissions reductions generated by the project to be valued through the allocation of carbon credits 
on the voluntary market. The income from the sale of these carbon credits will be used to finance the 

activities implemented by Mivo in Togo as part of this project. 

 

The consultation workshop will take place at the Palais des Congrès, in Kara, on 23 January from 

9am. The workshop will last one day and will end at 5:30 pm.  
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The following topics will be discussed: 

- Presentation of Mivo and Entrepreneurs du Monde and the objectives sought through the project 

- Overview of project activities 

- Presentation of the climate contributions made by the project in Togo (Sustainable development goals) 

- Explanation of the certification and sale process for carbon credits 

- Presentation and evaluation of the safeguarding principles  

- Objectives of the stakeholder consultation  

- Identification of barriers to project deployment 

- Evaluation of impacts and benefits 

- Monitoring mechanism 

- Identification of gender-related barriers related to the project 

- Grievance Mechanism 

- The stakeholder feedback round 

- Follow-up action plan  

- Accessing the workshop minutes 

- Feedback forms  

 You will find attached to this email the following documents concerning this workshop and the project 
itself: 

1.            A letter of invitation,  

2.            A non-technical summary of the project, and  

3.            A logistics note (travel expenses, per diem, etc.) detailing information on how to access and 

participate in the workshop 

 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email as soon as possible and confirm your participation by email 

before January 20, 12:00 at the latest. 

 

While waiting for your answer, do not hesitate to contact me for any additional requests, 

Sincerely, 
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APPENDICE 6. FOLLOW-UP EMAIL SENT AFTER THE LSC OF KARA 

 

Bonjour à tous, 

  

Pour ceux d'entre vous qui n'ont pas pu être présents jeudi 23 janvier lors de l'atelier de consultation des 
parties prenantes organisé à Kara pour le projet "MIVO Energie - Favoriser l'accès au GPL pour la 
caisson au Togo", sachez que vous pouvez toujours nous envoyer vos commentaires et remarques si vous 

en avez.  

  

Veuillez également noter qu'il y aura une phase de consultation des parties prenantes qui sera 
dématérialisée pendant laquelle vous pourrez accéder au rapport de consultation des intervenants et au 
document de conception du projet et faire vos commentaires si vous en avez. Vous serez informés de ses 

modalités dès sa mise en œuvre. 

  

Bien cordialement, 

  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Dear all, 

  

For those of you who could not be here on the January 23rd during the stakeholders consultation 
workshop organised in Kara for the project “MIVO Energie – Favoriser l’accès au GPL pour la caisson au 
Togo”, please remember that you can always send us your feedback and comments if you have any.  
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Please also note that there will be a stakeholder feedback round during which you will be able to access 
the project’s stakeholder consultation report and project design document and make additional comments 

if you have any. You will be informed of details regarding this round as soon as it begins.  

  

We look forward to hearing from you. 

  

Kind regards, 

 

 

 


